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1. Overview of the deliverable
The core of this deliverable contains the following sections:

2. Processing of physiological signals, containing the subsections:
2.1. Assessing dry electrode signal quality;
2.2. Signal Quality Indicator (SQI);
2.3. Processing non-stationary signals, including open source code repository;

3. Processing of visual information, containing a description of the AI-based system to
detect the eye contact between child and caregiver;

4. Processing of interaction between child, PlusMe and therapist, containing a description
of the system to detect relevant socal events during an experimental session;

5. Conclusions and future developments, containing the overall conclusions and the plan
for the next system development.

2. Processing of physiological signals

2.1 Assessing dry electrode signal quality

2.1.1. Introduction
Extracting high-quality biosignals for reliable emotional state estimation of children is one of the
main challenges of the ERC-funded Horizon 2020 IM-TWIN EIC path- finder project.
Unfortunately, the situation is complicated even further as we cannot use the well-known,
golden standard gelled (e.g., wet) electrodes. We want to avoid wet electrodes as they can only
be used once and require a tedious attachment process. As children are generally not known
for their patience and understanding during medical examinations, dry electrodes, which do not
require gel, are preferred. Dry electrodes could be textile embedded, and the setup procedure
would be as simple as putting on a tight-fitted t-shirt. This removes the need for medical
assistance, and one can reuse the equipment many times.

However, dry electrodes have quite some disadvantages. As gel acts as a conduc- tor
between the skin and an electrode, measuring the tiny electrophysiological signals without gel
is hard. Dry electrodes tend to have more difficulty measuring high-quality biosignals as the
cushion of air between the skin and the electrode acts as a giant tran- sistor, thereby masking
the small biopotentials. Figure 1 from [2] shows the difference between wet and dry electrodes
in more detail. Mathematically Ri is often larger than Rg .
Besides the absence of gel, dry electrodes are also not fixed to the skin. Therefore, biosignals

recorded with dry electrodes are very susceptible to body movement as this causes the
electrodes to shift across the skin. As sweat is the main conductor in dry electrodes, the shifting
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causes the availability of sweat beneath the electrode to vary. Hence, conductance varies
significantly, and signal artifacts arise.

A small pilot study was performed in which we analyzed an Electrocardiogram (ECG)
measured with wet and dry electrodes on noise level and usability. In contrast to many other
studies, we aimed to investigate the performance of an easy off-the-shelf implementation of dry
textile-based electrodes in this study. We deliberately did not use advanced techniques to
embed dry electrodes into the fabric to explore the challenges of textile-based electrodes and
set a baseline performance on which improvements could be made.

2.1.2. Materials and Methods
This study aims to determine the primary challenges in using dry electrodes in textile- based
applications. In this study, both dry and wet electrodes are used to compare performance. We
focused mainly on exploration; we did not build custom-made hardware but used the
commercially available Biosignalsplux kit from PLUX (Portugal) instead. The Biosignalsplux kit
records up to 8 signals simultaneously using a small, portable recording unit. In turn, the
recording unit sends the data via Bluetooth to a nearby computer. As the recording unit
operates wirelessly, patients can move freely, and obtrusiveness is kept to a minimum.

Figure 1: Electrode-skin interaction of wet and dry electrodes from [2]. The corresponding
electrical circuit representation of each situation is also shown.

2.1.2.1. Dry electrode setup
The dry electrode setup was created by attaching three commercially available non- gelled
Ag/AgCl electrodes to a tight-fitted thermal shirt. The thermal shirt by Kipsta was selected such
that the shirt sat tight around the entire upper body, thereby mimicking the textile decision of
IM-TWIN. Three holes were punched in the thermal shirt for the positive (red), negative (black),
and reference (white) electrode. Electrodes were placed in the V2 configuration of the 12-lead
ECG scheme (see Figure 2a). Reference was placed on the sternum due to the relatively short
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wiring (2-3 cm). Three electrode plates were attached to the electrodes such that the thermal
shirt was clamped in between (see Figure 2b).

(a) Outside view (b) Inside view

Figure 2: Dry electrode setup. ECG was measured using three non-gelled Ag/AgCl electrodes
which were embedded into a tight fitted thermoshirt. Electrode plates were attached to the
wires such that the thermoshirt was clamped in between.

The commercially available dry electrodes are generally delivered with a blue plastic
stabilization ring attached to increase the fixation area. We noticed that this ring could
sometimes hinder surface contact if the electrode was pressed into the skin at an angle. To
remove this effect, an additional setup was created in which the blue plastic ring was removed
(see Figure 3).

(a) Overview (b) Closeup

Figure 3: To increase the chance of good contact between the skin and the electrode, an
additional setup was created in which the blue stabilization ring was removed from the
commercially available dry electrodes.
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2.1.2.2. Wet electrode reference setup
In the wet electrode setup, the electrodes were pre-gelled and attached to the un- shaven skin
in a similar V2 configuration as the dry electrode setup (see Figure 4). The skin was not
shaven or cleaned before attachment to stay as close to the dry electrode setup as possible.
This way, only the usage of gel and adhesive electrodes was added to the setup. Other factors
were tried to be unchanged as well as possible.

Figure 4: Wet electrode setup. Gelled electrodes were attached to the skin using an adhesive
membrane to function as a baseline for the dry electrode setup. Electrodes were configured in
the same V2 configuration as the dry electrodes.

2.1.2.3. Biosignal choice
As this study focused mainly on exploration, we only investigated the performance of one
biosignal; in this case, the ECG signal. ECG is the most used biosignal, and signal quality can
be easily compared due to its low latency and continuous character. At the same time, ECG is
one of the hardest signals to obtain, seen from a physiological standpoint. Where most
electrophysiological signals are obtained using only one or two electrodes (Skin Temperature
(SKT), Electrodermal Activity (EDA), Electromyo- graphy (EMG)), ECG uses three electrodes.
The extra electrode acts as a reference or ground electrode.

Measuring ECG using the V2 configuration of the 12-lead ECG scheme allows one to
measure the polarization and depolarization (i.e., contraction) of the atrial and ventricular
muscles of the heart (see Figure 5). First, the atrial muscle is being depolarised, causing a
small bump in the ECG called the P-Wave. Next, the large ventricle muscles are depolarised,
causing the well-known QRS-complex to occur. Finally, repolarisation of the ventricle muscles
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creates the T-Wave. Although ECG is believed to measure heart muscle activation, during the
T-Wave, there is no muscle activation going on, only repolarisation. The heart is at rest.

Figure 5: Schematic representation of the waves and complexes found in an ECG signal. Each
wave is generated by the polarization or depolarisation of the muscles surrounding the heart.

2.1.2.4. Design
This exploratory study examines the performance of several dry electrode imple- mentations
and one wet, reference electrode implementation. During all experiments, the participant was
seated on a chair and tried to move as little as possible to prevent motion artifacts. Each
implementation was tested for a brief period during which signal quality was visually assessed
and noted down. As the study was meant for experimental purposes only, no strict study
design was created beforehand. Especially during the dry electrode experiments, several
variations were tested on the fly. All variations will be described in the results section in
chronological order.

In the scope of the IM-TWIN project, we are most interested in the detection of heart rate and
heart rate variability as these two are well-known estimators for emotional arousal. As the
QRS-complex can be detected easiest, heart rate is generally estimated using
QRS-complexes. By measuring the duration between two R-peaks (i.e., the RR- interval), one
can easily obtain an estimation of heart rate and heart rate variability. Consequently, in this
exploratory study, we will mainly focus on the possibility of ex- tracting the QRS-complex.
Successful extraction of the QRS-complex, independent of noise, makes a signal usable in a
real-world application. We are only interested in the possibility of extracting the QRS-complex,
not the actual extraction itself. Therefore, as was mentioned before, we will assess each signal
only by eye instead of applying an actual processing pipeline.
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2.1.3 Results
First, the reference ECG signal was recorded using the wet electrode setup (see Fig- ure 4).
The resulting signal was largely noise-free, as expected. The P, QRS, and T waves can be
easily recognized as seen in Figure 6b. The well-known 50/60 Hz power- line interference
probably causes the high-frequency noise imposed on the signal. Next, the dry electrode setup
with the default blue plastic rings was tested.

(a) Setup (b) Signal

Figure 6: Setup and signal resulting from the wet, reference electrode implementation. As
expected, the signal quality is on par and all ECG waves can be detected.

During this experiment, the electrodes were not pressed against the skin besides the pressure
generated by the thermal shirt. One can easily see that the signal is unusable. None of the ECG
waves are present.

(a) Setup (b) Signal

Figure 7: Setup and signal resulting from the dry electrode implementation. The signal is
unusable as no ECG wave is present in the signal.
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After the disappointing results of the dry electrode implementation, we decided to see what
would happen if the pressure on the electrodes was increased. Theoretically, the amount of
surface contact of the electrodes on the skin would improve. Reducing the amount of air
between the skin and the electrodes decreases Ri from Figure 1. Hence, signal quality would
be expected to improve.
Indeed, pressing hard on the electrodes as depicted in Figure 8 improves ECG signal quality

immensely beyond the point it is almost indistinguishable with the wet elec- trode ECG signal.
The only difference being in the detection of the small P-wave. This wave can be detected in
some heartbeats but is absent in others. While pressing, we no- ticed that the reference
electrode (white) was floating above the skin. The cavity created by the chest muscles prevents
the reference electrode from touching the sternum.

Next, we tried to improve skin-electrode contact by removing the blue plastic stabi- lization
rings (see Figure 2b). Without these rings, the hypothesis is that surface contact is improved,
resulting in better signal quality. Unfortunately, Figure 9 shows a different result. In contrast to
the result with the stabilization ring, we got a signal that largely consists of a high-frequent,
large-amplitude noise component. The standard ECG waves are unrecognizable. There are,
however, hints of periodicity.

Based on the additional pressure experiment findings, we hypothesized that the signal could
be heavily distorted because the reference electrode was floating above the sternum.
Therefore, instead of pressing the electrode on the sternum, we tried another ground electrode
placement by simply holding the reference electrode between the right hand’s thumb and index
finger.

(a) Setup (b) Signal

Figure 8: Pressing on the dry electrodes improves signal quality immensely. QRS and T waves
can be recognized easily. The P-wave is more difficult to see.
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(a) Setup (b) Signal

Figure 9: Removing the blue plastic stabilization ring around each electrode plate could
potentially increase skin-electrode contact. The resulting signal indicates skin-electrode contact
is improved as we now measure something in contrast to our first dry electrode experiment.
However, the signal is nothing like a usable ECG signal.

(a) Setup (b) Signal

Figure 10: Instead of pressing on all electrodes, we just held the reference electrode between
the right hand’s thumb and index finger to assure the reference electrode was attached to the
body. The resulting signal is surprisingly workable.

Indeed, the signal quality can be improved significantly if the reference electrode can
adequately do its job. Although signal quality is lower than the wet electrode or additional
pressure signals, one could imagine obtaining a usable signal by filtering out the
high-frequent powerline interference. In the resulting signal, R-peaks and even T-waves could
be detected, albeit with a decent effort.
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2.1.4 Conclusion
In this research report, we investigated the primary challenges of implementing dry electrodes
in textile-based applications. As these dry electrodes remove the need for gel and sticky
membranes, they can easily be implemented in t-shirts and used unobtrusively. However, as
gel often ensures the much-needed skin-electrode conductivity, removing it has consequences.
One of these consequences is that dry electrodes need a lot of external pressure to maintain
continuous contact with the skin and prevent move- ment across the skin. Using only
commercially available, unmodified hardware, this experiment explored the possibility of
obtaining usable biosignals using a tight-fitted thermal shirt in combination with ungelled
Ag/AgCl electrodes.
First, it should be noted that electrode placement did not affect signal quality as it was verified

by the reference, wet electrode signal. This signal was of decent quality and, hence, confirmed
the electrode placement used throughout the experiment. However, a factor that did influence
signal quality was the amount and direction of pressure on the electrodes. As dry electrodes do
not have gel to maintain conductivity, they rely on direct skin contact via pressure. A tight-fitted
thermal shirt does provide a part of the needed external pressure. However, as was confirmed
by removing the blue plastic stabilization rings, this pressure must be applied as
perpendicularly as possible. Unfortunately, having wires hanging from the electrodes
introduces additional shearing force, which changes the overall pressure direction. Hence,
removing the non-conductive rings improved conductivity as the pressure did not have to be
perpendicular anymore.

Furthermore, the experiment learned that significant additional pressure was needed only for
electrodes that cannot be pressed against the skin by the thermal shirt alone. For example, the
sternum electrode hovered a few centimeters above the skin because of the cavity that was
created by the muscles in the chest. No matter how tight the shirt, these sorts of cavities are
unavoidable. Therefore, avoiding these places at all is the only solution for maintaining good
skin-electrode contact. Hence, another lead configuration should be chosen. Following the
Einthoven principle [1], one should measure Lead I (i.e., horizontally across the body) to obtain
a decent estimation of the QRS vector’s magnitude. Further, as we are primarily interested in
QRS complex detection, electrodes do not have to be close to the heart. Atrial depolarization
causes an electrical field large enough to be measured across multiple places across the torso.
Therefore, further research regarding alternative electrode positions could be interesting.

Moreover, in the scope of IM-TWIN, answering questions regarding optimal elec- trode
placement concerning body type and size would also be interesting. Young children grow
quickly in their first few years of development. Consequently, corresponding electrical properties
of their bodies tend to change profoundly as well. Providing opti- mal electrode placement
based on age, gender, and body type could, therefore, be very beneficial to ECG
measurements in the IM-TWIN project. Furthermore, if we take this one step further, optimal
electrode placement can also be calculated considering the dynamics of the textile movement
across the body during posture changes. Both factors can then be combined by minimizing
textile movement while maximizing electrical field potential and, hence, reaching optimal
real-world ECG signal quality.

References
[1] John T Cacioppo, Louis G Tassinary, and Gary Berntson. Handbook of psychophysiology
(4th ed.). Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 2017.
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2.2. Signal Quality Indicator (SQI)
The acquisition of quality physiological signals is essential for the effective functioning of the
IM-TWIN system. Without proper data streams, the classification of affective states is not
possible. However, physiological data streams acquired with the use of dry non-adhesive
electrodes are vulnerable to numerous sources of noise, as discussed in the previous section.
As some of these sources of noise are intrinsically linked to components of the IM-TWIN system
(e.g. dry electrodes, comfortable T-Shirt), it is not possible to eliminate them completely.
Consequently, the aim should not be the complete removal of noise, but instead to reduce it to
an acceptable level, thus elevating the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) above a predefined quality
threshold. To facilitate the development of algorithms for this purpose, we have designed the
Signal Quality Indicator (SQI) to objectively assess the quality and usability of the signals.

Signal quality is a vague concept that can be evaluated in many ways, both qualitatively and
quantitatively [1]. Qualitative analysis typically involves simply observing the signal, which is
both quick and subjective. To this end, we sought to evaluate the quality quantitatively, if
possible in an automated fashion, thereby allowing an unbiased, controlled analysis of the
signal. Furthermore, improvements to the signal quality can be easily tracked and monitored
over time. To achieve this goal, we have designed two signal quality indicators: i) a signal loss
and ii) signal usability indicator.

2.2.1. Signal loss indicator

Body movements and other actions stress the skin-electrode contact by inducing shearing
forces upon the electrode. If an electrode loses contact with the skin, no signal can be recorded
anymore as the air between the electrode and the skin will act as a massive insulator preventing
any electrophysiological signal from reaching the electrode. Consequently, signal loss is
experienced as seen in the previous section. Unfortunately, it is not trivial to detect signal loss.
Losing skin-electrode contact causes chaotic behavior which is difficult to distinguish reliably
from noisy but usable ECG. We tackle this issue by identifying four types of signal loss:

1. Signal cappingWhen an analog signal reaches the digital
boundaries, it is automatically limited, losing the information above
the limit.
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2. Flatlining If a signal contains no information it flatlines. This type of
signal loss is easily recognized.

3. Powerful high-frequency noise A very low signal-to-noise ratio. If
a signal carries no information it often flatlines or amplifies its
background noise.

4. Low-amplitude Sometimes, a signal does flatline but still hovers
around due to tiny background noise fluctuations which are not
strong enough to cause a type 3 signal loss.

Each type of signal loss has its own indicator algorithm. In the end, the masks of all four
indicators are merged resulting in a final signal loss mask.

2.2.2. Signal usability indicator

Even if the signal loss indicator approves a signal, it could still be contaminated with motion
artifacts. The signal loss indicator only checks if there is no information lost. It does not check
whether information is buried under noise. Therefore, a second indicator has been developed:
the signal usability indicator. It checks whether heartbeat detection can be performed reliably
enough for heart rate analysis.

First, it performs heartbeat detection using the popular Pan-Tompkins algorithm on the
remaining segments of data after signal loss removal. This algorithm developed in 1985 detects
QRS peaks in ECG data and is still among the most used ECG algorithms today. Next, the
interbeat intervals (IBIs) between two successive heartbeats are calculated. Missing a heartbeat
causes an abnormally large IBI. Vice versa, detecting a false beat creates an unusually short IBI
(see peaks in Figure 11).
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Figure 11: The two phases of usability assessment. First, ECG peak candidates are extracted
from the incoming ECG signal using the Pan-Tompkins algorithm. The number of missing and
falsely detected peaks is then assessed by calculating the successive peak differences.
Missing a heartbeat causes an abnormally large difference. Vice versa, detecting a false beat
creates an unusually short difference.

We use the number of misclassified beats as a quantitative metric for signal usability. Missing
many beats or detecting many false beats makes it increasingly difficult to perform proper heart
rate variability analysis. However, short peaks (i.e., misclassifying only one beat) are not a
problem if scattered throughout the signal. Hence, we filter out short peaks by performing a
median filter of width 5. By subtracting the median filtered signal from the original signal, we
obtain a residue containing streaks of misclassified beats. Taking the residue’s sum over 15s
windows allows us to use a threshold of 1.5 seconds to classify 15s regions as usable or
unusable. The result is a binary mask that’s merged with the signal loss mask to obtain the final
signal usability mask.

2.2.3. Results

We evaluated several pilot data samples with the SQI. The summary of one of these
assessments is plotted in the figure below. The masks of all five quality indicators (the four
signal loss indicators and the signal usability indicator) are merged into a binary ‘good’ and ‘bad’
signal mask represented as ‘green’ and ‘red’ regions, respectively. A ‘good’ signal provides good
input for HR and HRV analysis. In contrast, HR and HRV measures obtained from ‘Red’ regions
are unpredictable and unusable for affect classification.
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Figure 12: Signal quality assessment results on pilot data from one subject. The signal quality
indicators are fused to one binary output signal that highlights ‘good’ and ‘bad’ signal segments
as green and red shaded regions.

As seen in Figure 12, body movements have a detrimental effect on the quality of signals, and
despite attempts to remove this effect, it is impossible to do so entirely. However, the effect of
body movements can be reduced by improving the fit of the T-Shirt. An ideal fitting T-Shirt
ensures a less harmful effect on the quality of the signals. Unfortunately, obtaining a good fit on
very young children with Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) can be quite challenging. To address
this issue, University of Utrecht (UU) has developed a real-time Signal Quality Indicator tool that
can help practitioners get a perfect T-Shirt fit. The tool is intended to be used in combination
with a startup protocol that tests the T-Shirt fit prior to the commencement of the measurement
session.
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Figure 13: The real-time Signal Quality Indicator provides easy-to-interpret feedback about
signal quality. When used in combination with properly defined startup protocols, signal quality
can be assured in every measurement session.

2.2.4. Conclusion

In conclusion, the Signal Quality Indicator (SQI) provides a reliable and objective means of
assessing the quality of physiological signals acquired with the IM-TWIN system. It identifies
four types of signal loss and assesses signal usability by detecting missing and false
heartbeats. By combining this information, the SQI creates a binary output signal that highlights
‘good’ and ‘bad’ signal segments. The real-time SQI tool is a valuable tool for practitioners
attempting to obtain a perfect T-Shirt fit, as it provides real-time feedback about signal quality.
As such, it can help ensure that the quality of the acquired signals is satisfactory for affective
state classification. Furthermore, it aids development by allowing for easy tracking and
monitoring of signal quality over time.
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2.3 Processing non-stationary signals and open-source
repository
The IM-TWIN system aims to classify the emotional state of a participant through analysis of
various electrophysiological signals. These signals, originating from complex and dynamic
systems such as the cardiovascular, respiratory, and integumentary systems, pose a challenge
due to their inherent chaotic nature [1]. In raw form, these signals are often difficult to use as
they are a result of multiple systems that are not always correlated to emotional state.
Furthermore, they are easily distorted due to their low power levels. Therefore, it is crucial to
separate meaningful patterns from background noise. In many physiological signals, meaningful
patterns are defined as repeated patterns (see Figure 14). In the cardiovascular system,
repeating patterns are correlated with heart rate, which is the repeated contraction of the heart
muscle and serves as an important indicator of stress [1]. Repeated patterns in the respiratory
system are created by the repeated in and exhalation of air by the lungs that are influenced by
the emotional state of the body as well [1]. As such, the analysis of repeated patterns (e.g.,
frequencies) forms the basis of physiological signal processing, and hence, the basis of
IM-TWIN’s affective state classification.

Figure 14: In physiological signals, analysis of repeated patterns give an insight into the
complex interplay between various systems that let the body function.
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Frequency analysis of physiological signals is difficult, however. The non-stationary (e.g.,
dynamic signal characteristics) nature of these signals poses a challenge for traditional
frequency analysis techniques such as Fourier analysis that assume stationary signals. In
stationary signals, frequencies do not change over time (see Figure 15) [2]. However, in
physiological signals this is not the case at all. In fact, the majority of valuable information is in
the change of these frequencies over time. We are more interested in the change of heart rate
than the actual heart rate itself. As such, using traditional frequency analysis on our
non-stationary physiological signals is not possible [3,4].

Figure 15: A comparison of stationary and non-stationary signals with and without added noise.
Stationary signals exhibit characteristics that remain stationary in time, hence their name.
Non-stationary signals, on the other hand, have dynamic characteristics which makes them
harder to process. Especially in the presence of noise.

Fortunately, advanced algorithms such as the short-term Fourier transform (STFT) and the
wavelet transform (WT) have been developed to overcome this problem. As the name implies,
the STFT splits the signal into smaller, short segments and performs Fourier analysis on each
segment. Although STFT adds the ability of tracking frequencies over time, this approach
comes with the drawback of chopping up the signal [3]. This scrambles the original
characteristics of the signal which makes frequency analysis not always accurate (see Figure
16). Hence, STFT is not an option for IM-TWIN. The WT, on the other hand, solves this problem
by using base functions that can dilate and contract with frequency to represent the signal. As
this lets the original signal unchanged, an unbiased high resolution across the entire frequency
spectrum can be obtained [4].
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Figure 16: The Continuous Wavelet Transform (CWT) has much better resolution across a
wider frequency range than the Short-term Fourier Transform (STFT). This is especially visible
in the low frequency range where STFT cannot separate the three low frequency components.
CWT can easily do this while still maintaining high resolution in the high frequency range.

The high, wide-band resolution of the WT, makes it well-suited for physiological signal analysis.
However, high, wide-band resolution requires the use of many base functions, and hence, many
calculations. Consequently, its high computational load limits its use in real-time applications [5].
To address this challenge, UU developed a fast implementation of CWT, which has proven to be
34 to 122 times faster than existing implementations. With the development of fast CWT
(fCWT), a strong foundation has been created for the real-time IM-TWIN signal processing
pipeline.

The fast Continuous Wavelet Transform (fCWT) developed by UU has gained significant traction
in the field of physiological signal processing. The results of benchmarking fCWT against eight
competitor implementations on three challenging datasets were published in a peer-reviewed
article in Nature Computational Science and received positive feedback. fCWT has gained
popularity among clinical, biomedical and computer scientists as it is maintained in an
easy-to-access open-source repository (see Figure 17). Additionally, to make fCWT easily
accessible, three interfaces to use fCWT in other languages (Python, Matlab and C++) have
been created to reduce the need for specialized knowledge on wavelet theory or low-level
programming. Besides being very usable for the next steps of IM-TWIN, the availability of these
interfaces now allows researchers from various backgrounds to utilize the power of fCWT in
their real-time applications, making the power of CWT accessible to a wider audience for the
first time (see Figure 18).
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Figure 17: Open-source GitHub repository has gained significant popularity since its release
with a total of 78 stars and 20 forks as of February 4th, 2023.

fCWT is published as an extended open access in Nature Computational Science:
https://www.nature.com/articles/s43588-021-00183-z . The publication contains a link to
supplementary materials, data, etc. Also a dedicated Code Ocean code repository is available
via https://doi.org/10.24433/CO.8389373.v1code . The article was featured as the issue’s cover
article. Here, we refrain from providing an additional description of this work. Please consult the
article for more information. It is provided with this deliverable.

The fCWT article also received considerable attention. In the next issue of Nature
Computational Science an article titled Revisiting signal analysis in the big data era was
dedicated to our work: https://www.nature.com/articles/s43588-022-00210-7 . This article
underlines the relevance of our work for big data processing and machine learning with all
possible data and in all possible contexts. As such it follows the arguments of the fCWT article.

A full page in one of the Netherlands’ leading news papers NRC was devoted to fCWT, see:
https://www.nrc.nl/nieuws/2022/02/03/uit-een-hersensignaal-is-veel-meer-detail-te-halen-a4084
223 Moreover, the Utrecht University launched a press release, see:
https://www.uu.nl/nieuws/honderd-keer-snellere-signaalverwerking-met-nieuwe-rekentechniek .
The article has also been made available via open repositories such as ResearchGate (see:
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/358153539_The_fast_continuous_wavelet_transforma
tion_fCWT_for_real-time_high-quality_noise-resistant_time-frequency_analysis ) ,
Academia.edu (see:
https://www.academia.edu/75520883/The_fast_continuous_wavelet_transformation_fCWT_for_
real_time_high_quality_noise_resistant_time_frequency_analysis ), and Semantic Scholar
(see:
https://www.semanticscholar.org/paper/The-fast-continuous-wavelet-transformation-%28fCWT%
29-Arts-Broek/1183d7641948819e5f3370ddc1f7bbcc7f37a3dc ), amongst several others.
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At a local conference fCWT was presented via a poster, which also provides an abstract. The
poster is provided with this deliverable.

Figure 18: Researchers showed enthusiasm about the release of fCWT to the public. Not only
IM-TWIN benefits from a faster, more accurate signal processing pipeline. Projects around the
world in various fields can be resurrected and brought back to life with the power of fCWT.
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3. Processing of visual information
As shown in a previous deliverable , CNR-ISTC developed a system for the automatic detection1

of facial expressions – Facial Expression Recognition-FER algorithm – to be used in conjunction
with PlusMe interactive toy, during real-time activities involving children. However, exploratory
tests showed how the system may not be performing enough in a real scenario, as FER
requires very marked facial expressions to work properly; further analysis (including attempts to
improve the algorithm and the machine learning training) confirmed this limitation.

For this reason CNR-ISTC adapted the system for a new purpose – more addressable from
a technical point of view – still relevant for ASD and for neurodevelopmental disorders in
general: the automatic detection of eye contact between child and caregiver. This behavioural
index is extremely important, both in therapy and during the assessment of diagnosis; the lack
of eye contact in children indicates generally an atypical social behaviour, and it is one of the
most evident symptoms of ASD.

The gaze detection software allows us to measure reliably and objectively, the amount of eye
contact events between child and therapist (namely, how many times and for how long the child
looks at the caregiver’s eyes). It is important to note that this social behaviour is currently
evaluated by the researchers who analyse the data, through the manual scoring of the videos of
the experimental session, a very time-consuming operation, which often undergoes subjective
evaluations.

To make the software usable in a real-therapy scenario, the CNR-ISTC embedded a micro
camera in customised, 3D printed glasses (Figure 19), for the therapist. The camera is then2

connected to a Raspberry PI, a small portable, self-powered computer, placed in the therapist’s
pocket. The Raspberry can then, according to the scenario, save the video of the therapy
session for subsequent data analysis (in this scenario the system ensures 30 fps ), or broadcast3

the data to a laptop, via Wi-Fi connection, for real-time data analysis (in this scenario the system
ensures between 20 and 25 fps, due to performance reasons).

3 Frame Per Seconds, FPS

2 The model used is the CMT-8MP-IMX179-W510 USB endoscope camera module, by
http://camera-module.com/

1 Deliverable 3.3 “Plusme AI-augmente behaviour and IM-TWIN 1”, https://im-twin.eu/deliverables/.
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Figure 19: left: the micro USB camera, selected by CNR to be used for eye contact detection; right: the
3D printed glasses embedded in the micro camera; the glasses are intended to be worn by the therapist
during the activity with the child.

The software used for eye contact detection is based on the recent work of Chong (2020) . In4

this paper, the authors developed a deep convolutional neural network model to automatically
detect eye contact in videos. As a dataset, they used 4,339,879 annotated images composed of
103 subjects with different demographic backgrounds of whom 57 subjects have a diagnosis of
ASD. The network achieves an overall accuracy of 0.936 and recall of 0.943 on 18 validation
subjects, and its performance is equal to that of 10 trained human coders, with an average
accuracy of 0.918 and recall of 0.946.

As shown in Figure 20, the performance of the system, tested in the lab, is very reliable, as
the gaze detection seems to be very accurate, also with “noisy” images (i.e., images where the
human face is neither in the centre of the frame nor in the most of the frame). This result was
confirmed by an Inter-Rater Reliability (IRR) test, used to compare the software performance
with the human rater scoring. The IRR was based on the response of 3 human raters who
analysed, frame by frame, the same video processed by the software; the IRR provided a k =
80, k = 0.83 an k = 0.81 respectively for the first, second and third rater, which means a very
good agreement between humans rating and the software performance.

4 Chong, E., Clark-Whitney, E., Southerland, A. et al. Detection of eye contact with deep neural networks is as
accurate as human experts. Nat Commun 11, 6386 (2020). https://doi.org/10.1038/s41467-020-19712-x
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Figure 20: a test run in the lab, to assess the accuracy of the eye contact detection.

CNR and SAPIENZA run then some pilots (November and December 2022) using the system in
an actual therapy scenario; as shown in Figures 21 and 22, the system proved to be both
reliable and easy to use for the therapist; moreover, the use of a micro camera, hidden in
standard glasses seems to be not noticed by the child , an important aspect to run experiments5

in an ecological environment.
Finally, it is important to note that, as previously stated, the system can work also in real-time,

for a potential use combined with the panda PlusMe toy (Figure 23), i.e., to make the toy
automatically trigger rewarding patterns, in response to child’s positive social behaviour, just like
the eye contact toward the caregiver .6

6 This potential use could be evaluated in a future pilot, to reinforce the eye contact behaviour.
5 The selected child for the pilot was diagnosed with Language Disorder.
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Figure 21: 3 images showing how the gaze detection system properly detects the eye contact between the
child and therapist, who wears the sensorised glasses (on left the environmental camera images, on right
the glasses camera images).
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Figure 22: 3 images showing how the gaze detection system properly detects the missing eye contact
between the child and therapist, who wears the sensorised glasses (on left the environmental camera

images, on right the glasses camera images).
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Figure 23: A possible version of the IM-TWIN system, where PlusMe toy emits rewarding responses
when the eye contact between child and therapist is detected.

To conclude the section, it must be noted that the automatic detection of a child’s facial
expression is a functionality which is postponed for the unsatisfactory FER performance to an
actual therapeutic scenario. This is probably caused by, at least in part, the use of a
non-appropriate training set (the Real World Affective State Database - RAF-DB ). However, the7

new system based on the sensorised glasses, lets to envisage the forthcoming collection of a
new dataset, during the next experiments in SAPIENZA and CRI; the new data could then be
used for refining the original training set, and then improve the FER performance to acceptable
results.

7 See http://www.whdeng.cn/raf/model1.html for further information.
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4. Processing of interaction between child,
PlusMe and therapist
The physical interaction between child and PlusMe is an interesting source of information; if
combined with the visual data collected by the sensorised glasses (described in the previous
section), it can provide valuable information about the social engagement between child and
therapist (see Figure 24).

Figure 24: Schema for data integration from the sensorised glasses and a TWC toy.

In this regard, CNR-ISTC started to develop a software framework for integrated data collection
– partially based on the main IM-TWIN architecture – using the log files provided by the glasses8

for eye contact detection, and by a generic Transitional Wearable Companion (TWC) toy.
The first test was run with the octopus X-8, a new TWC prototype specifically designed for

turn-taking games . The toy presents some improvements in respect to the panda PlusMe; in9

particular X-8, thanks to additional magnetic sensors, can detect the identity of the user, i.e. it
can distinguish between the child’s and the caregiver’s touches. This information is particularly
relevant as it allows a better characterisation of the physical interactions detected by the toy
embedded electronics.

As shown in Figure 25, the system allows the combination of the logs data (standard XML
files) by X-8 and by the sensorised glasses, through the production of a new “augmented” log
file, where all information is synchronised.

9 See videos at page https://im-twin.eu/video/ and publication “X-8: An Experimental Interactive Toy
to Support Turn-Taking Games in Children with Autism Spectrum Disorders”.

8 The IM-TWIN system is partially described in the deliverable 3.3 “PlusMe AI-augmented behaviour and
IM-TWIN 1”, available at https://im-twin.eu/deliverables/
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Figure 25 First feasibility test for data integration; the two researchers play the roles of child and
caregiver. Top left: glasses camera view, for eye contact detection; Bottom left: environmental camera
view; Top right: log of data collected by X-8; the graph ‘A’ shows the 6 tentacles activation values (one
colour per tentacle), where higher activation is due to child’s touch, and lower activation to caregiver’s
touch (the plot shows 10 seconds). Bottom right: log of data collected by the glasses: the graph ‘C’
shows the child’s eye contact detection (red line), synchronised with the X-8 log, shown in graph ‘A’.

The new log file contains information about the course of the experimental session, sampled at
20 Hz (X-8 saves data each 50 ms), for example:

● status of the X-8 tentacles activations (touched / not touched), including the identity of
the user who touches the toy (child / caregiver);

● triggering of toy sensory reward (lights and sounds), including the type of reward;
● type of game, currently selected by the caregiver (in X-8, 3 different games with

increasing complexity are available );10

● if the rule of the selected game requires a turn, the specification of the game round (e.g.:
0: game with no turn; 1: child’s turn; 2: caregiver’s turn);

● eye contact detection, between child and caregiver.

During the first lab test, the 2 researchers simulated a 8 minute-long session, where the 3
games available in X-8 games were tested. Then, the main log file was inspected, matching it to
the videos collected by the environmental and glasses cameras; the analysis showed that the
information is synchronised with the events in the experimental session, confirming that the data

10 In PlusMe, the available games are currently 6.
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is reliable and usable for further statistical analysis.
Importantly, the statistical processing of the log could reveal also relevant social events, e.g.

looking at the temporal sequences of occurrences: for example, observing the sequence of
child’s touch, production of reward by the toy, and shifting of the child’s attentional focus from
the toy to the therapist, it could be possible to quantitatively estimate the joint attention.

This new software component is an important improvement for the IM-TWIN system: the
automated analysis of the log can in fact release the human rater from an heavy,
time-demanding task, namely the visual inspection of the videos of the experimental sessions,
necessary to collect the child behavioural data. In other words, the researcher could have the
results available immediately, after the test with the child. Moreover the results, being objective,
would no longer require additional human raters to assert the accuracy of observed data (for
example through the Inter Rater Reliability – IRR test).

As shown in the previous Figures 21 and 22, ISTC-CNR and SAPIENZA researchers are
now running some pilot tests with children, to refine the system and to start collecting data in
real scenarios. Once the system is verified, the software improvements developed in X-8 will be
tested also with the panda PlusMe toy. Moreover, when the physiological data collected by the
sensorised t-shirts will be available, it will be included in the main log file, to produce a complete
evaluation of the social and emotional engagement of the child, during the experimental
session.

5. Conclusions and future developments
The presented work in this report has contributed to the development of the IM-TWIN affective
classification system as well as to the research community as a whole. Initial experiments with
dry-electrodes and the PLUX hardware system turned out to be very fruitful as it emphasised
the difficulty of obtaining high-quality physiological signals in noisy real-world environments once
again. In response to this challenge, UU developed a two-faceted approach consisting of the
guidance of practitioners in obtaining good quality data streams during the experiments using a
real-time easy-to-understand Signal Quality Indicator and by creating fCWT; a fast, general, and
noise-resilient algorithm that can handle all sorts of challenging data streams. fCWT was
validated on highly challenging physiological datasets. By tackling the challenge of noisy data at
both the input and processing stages of IM-TWIN, a solid foundation for further development
has been created.

Next steps involve the development of processing pipelines specific to the physiological
signals used in IM-TWIN. More specifically, pipelines for the ElectroCardioGram and
ElectroDermal Activity data streams. Only decent quality ECG and EDA processed with
high-resolution pipelines will lead to accurate and robust affective state classification in the
everyday therapeutic situations that IM-TWIN will face.

Concerning the integration of information from different sources, in this report we described
how the data collected by the sensorised glasses for eye contact detection, and the data about
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the physical interaction detected by a generic TWC toy, can be combined to produce a reliable,
accurate description of the social interaction between child and therapist. This aspect, currently
tested in a lab proof of concept trial, will be tested in a real scenario, during a therapeutic
session with children with neurodevelopmental disorders.
An update of the whole system will be provided in the next version of the current document,

the deliverable 2.2 “Processing of physiological signals, visual information and PlusMe
interaction, second version”, due in July 2023.
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Signals are essential in both nature and (man-made) technology, 
because they enable communication1,2 (Fig. 1). Mathematically, 
a signal is a function of one (for example, speech) or more (for 

example, a two-dimensional (2D) image) dimensions that carries 
information about the properties (for example, state) of a physi-
cal system3. A source transmits a signal via a channel to a receiver, 
which delivers it to its destination. For example, a brain sends an 
oral message via vocal cords through the air, which is received by the 
listener’s ear, which brings it to the listener’s brain. When the same 
message is transmitted via a smartphone, the air is complemented 
by a chain of technology, leaving the rest of the chain untouched. 
Signals are omnipresent in society3,4 (Fig. 1).

Independent of its source, a signal needs to be processed to enable 
the generation, transformation, extraction and interpretation of the 
information it is carrying3. A widely used method to interpret (that 
is, extract and analyze) repeating patterns in signals is the Fourier 
transform (FT)3,4. A FT transforms a function of time into a complex-
valued function of frequency, representing the magnitudes of the fre-
quencies. The FT assumes the signal is stationary. In other words, it 
is a stochastic process in which the marginal and joint density func-
tions do not depend on the choice of time origin2. However, in real-
world practice, this assumption is often violated. Consequently, the 
FT is unable to process real-world non-stationary signals reliably5. 
To circumvent the problem of non-stationarity, advanced algorithms 
exist that analyze a signal based on their decomposition in elemen-
tary signals that are well localized (or boxed) in time and frequency4. 
These include the short-term Fourier transform (STFT), also known 
as the Gabor transform, and the wavelet transform (WT)6.

The STFT is very similar to the FT, but it uses a window function 
and short wavelets localized in both time and frequency, instead 
of pure waves, to extract temporal and spectral information. The 
drawback of the STFT is its use of a fixed-width window function, 
as a result of which frequency analysis is restricted to frequencies 
with a wavelength close to the window width7. Additionally, chop-
ping up the signal in short, fixed-width windows scrambles the sig-
nal’s properties. Accordingly, the frequency analysis is affected8.

The WT overcomes the drawback of the STFT by not relying on 
a window function. Instead, it uses a family of base functions that 
dilate and contract with frequency to represent the signal, thereby 
ensuring high resolution across the entire frequency spectrum. 
Consequently, the WT suffers from a high computational load. This 
prohibits its use with low-end hardware and for real-time applica-
tions9, as real-time computation requires an algorithmic computa-
tion time that is smaller than the signal’s duration.

To reduce the computational burden of the WT, the discrete 
wavelet transform (DWT) has been proposed, which applies a 
coarse, logarithmic discretization. This makes DWT suitable 
for data compression, but simultaneously disqualifies it from use 
in detailed analysis, as it is not able to analyze intricate time–fre-
quency details8 (as shown in Fig. 2). For this, a true WT—the com-
putationally expensive continuous wavelet transform (CWT)—also 
called an integral wavelet transform (IWT), is needed. CWT offers 
a high-resolution representation of the time–frequency domain 
by using near-continuous discretization. Its continuous time and 
frequency scales better support intricate time–frequency analysis. 
Consequently, CWT is often described as the mathematical micro-
scope of data analysis10 (Fig. 2).

In this Resource paper we introduce the open-source fast con-
tinuous wavelet transform (fCWT), which brings real-time, high-
resolution CWT to real-world practice (for example, biosignals11–13, 
cybersecurity14,15 and renewable energy management16,17; Fig. 1). 
Next, we assess the performance of fCWT in a benchmark study 
and then validate the use of fCWT on synthetic, electroencephalog-
raphy (EEG) and in vivo electrophysiological data. We end with a 
concise discussion.

Results
The performance of fCWT was benchmarked against six widely 
used CWT implementations, then it was subjected to a threefold 
validation on accuracy, resolution and throughput using, respec-
tively, synthetic data, human EEG data and high-density in vivo 
extracellular rodent electrophysiology.

The fast continuous wavelet transformation 
(fCWT) for real-time, high-quality, noise-resistant 
time–frequency analysis
Lukas P. A. Arts    ✉ and Egon. L. van den Broek    ✉

The spectral analysis of signals is currently either dominated by the speed–accuracy trade-off or ignores a signal’s often non-
stationary character. Here we introduce an open-source algorithm to calculate the fast continuous wavelet transform (fCWT). 
The parallel environment of fCWT separates scale-independent and scale-dependent operations, while utilizing optimized fast 
Fourier transforms that exploit downsampled wavelets. fCWT is benchmarked for speed against eight competitive algorithms, 
tested on noise resistance and validated on synthetic electroencephalography and in vivo extracellular local field potential 
data. fCWT is shown to have the accuracy of CWT, to have 100 times higher spectral resolution than algorithms equal in speed, 
to be 122 times and 34 times faster than the reference and fastest state-of-the-art implementations and we demonstrate its 
real-time performance, as confirmed by the real-time analysis ratio. fCWT provides an improved balance between speed and 
accuracy, which enables real-time, wide-band, high-quality, time–frequency analysis of non-stationary noisy signals.
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Benchmark. To benchmark the performance of fCWT we com-
pared fCWT to the six widely used CWT implementations shown 
in Fig. 3. Because of its widespread use across research, the com-
plex Morlet wavelet (σ = 6) was used to calculate the CWT of three 
signals, all containing N = 100,000 samples. The Morlet wavelet is 
defined as a plane wave modulated by a Gaussian envelope. The 
parameter σ controls the time–frequency resolution trade-off18. The 
first signal was generated to be non-stationary using a sine wave 
whose frequency changed linearly from fstart = 1 Hz to fend = 7 Hz. The 
second and third signals contained uniformly random noise and a 

stationary piecewise defined function, respectively. Three different 
signals were used to prove fCWT’s flexibility and signal indepen-
dence. Nevertheless, the signal content and wavelet choice are irrel-
evant to the performance of fCWT (see Methods for details).

All CWT implementations, including fCWT, use a near-continu-
ous frequency scale containing 3,000 frequencies (range, f0 = 1 Hz to 
f1 = 32 Hz), evenly spaced in exponential space. fCWT thus features 
a high-frequency resolution in the low-frequency spectrum and a 
lower frequency resolution in the high-frequency spectrum.

PyWavelet19 and SciPy20 execution times were measured in a 
Python 3.8.6 environment, using the Timeit library inside the code 
to exclude compile time. The overhead resulting from the transla-
tion between C and Python was removed by estimating the inter-
section factor of the linear relationship between signal size and 
execution time. MATLAB v2019b and Mathematica 12.0.0.0 execu-
tion times were measured using the program-specific timing func-
tions that measure the exact kernel execution times.

Wavelib21 was used as the benchmark’s baseline algorithm as it 
is the reference CWT C/C++ library9, and most microcontrollers 
are programmed using C/C++. Wavelib21 thus serves as a baseline 
for the reported speed-ups (Fig. 3). The reported execution times 
were obtained from an eight-core 2.30-GHz central processing 
unit (CPU) via 100 successive runs, which removed the influence 
of caching behavior. A 10-s pause between runs was implemented 
to prevent the CPU from overheating. Outliers that deviated by 
more than 3 s.d. from the mean were removed. Wavelib and SciPy 
had three outliers, leaving N = 97 samples for all algorithms to 
ensure equal group sizes. A repeated-measures analysis of vari-
ance (ANOVA) revealed that the algorithms differed significantly, 
F(4, 93) = 2,474,778.911, P ≪ 0.001, η2 = 1.000, where F denotes the 
ANOVA statistic based on the ratio of mean squares, which indi-
cates the ratio between the explained and unexplained variance or, 
in other words, the between- and within-group variability. P is the 
probability that an observed difference occurred by chance, and η2 
‘indicates the proportion of variance accounted for (that is, a gen-
eralization of r/r2 and R/R2 in correlation/regression analysis)13. 
Also, all pairwise comparisons were highly significant (P ≪ 0.001, 
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Fig. 1 | The impact of time–frequency analysis across society. In both nature and technology, signals enable communication, and processing techniques 
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Bonferroni-corrected), with fCWT being, respectively, 122 times 
and 34 times faster than the reference Wavelib21 and the fastest 
available algorithm, PyWavelet19. Figure 3 presents descriptive sta-
tistics for all distributions.

The fast running time of fCWT was also compared to two other 
fast time–frequency estimation algorithms: the STFT and DWT. 
In this benchmark, STFT uses a Blackman window of 500 ms with 
400-ms overlap, and DWT uses 20 dyadic (that is, aj = 2j) scales of 
Debauchie decomposition. The parameters were chosen to reflect 
actual usage in real-world applications (Fig. 1). Both algorithms are 
implemented and benchmarked in MATLAB using the in-program 
timing functions. CWT implementations use 600 frequencies, 
evenly spaced in exponential space. Fewer frequencies are used to 
reduce memory usage.

To assess whether or not the algorithms perform in real time 
(that is, an algorithmic computation time less than the signal’s dura-
tion), we define the real-time analysis ratio (RAR):

RAR =

Δtcomputation
Δtsignal

, (1)

with Δtcomputation and Δtsignal being the duration of the computation and 
signal, respectively. In the case of RAR > 1, an algorithm does not 
operate in real time. In the case of RAR just shy of 1, the algorithm 
is unlikely to run in real time as the time–frequency calculation is 
merely one step in a processing pipeline. When RAR ≪ 1, real-time 
operation is likely to be achieved or within reach. For all six CWT 
implementations and two traditional time–frequency techniques 
(that is, STFT and DWT), Fig. 3b shows RAR versus sampling fre-
quency. The RARs were obtained by averaging 100 successive runs 
on 10-s signals with varying sampling frequencies (range, fs0 = 1 kHz 

to fs1 = 200 kHz). fCWT and CWT used 5-s signals to fit memory 
constraints. Small fluctuations in RAR are caused by the stochastic 
nature of benchmarks performed under real-world conditions. It 
should be noted that the sampling frequency is directly related to 
the number of samples. Therefore, we test fCWT’s performance for 
different signal lengths.

STFT and DWT exhibit superior real-time behavior on signals 
with sampling frequencies up to 200 kHz and beyond. However, 
they achieve these very high speeds because of their considerable 
drop in precision, as shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, STFT and DWT 
are not suitable for wide-band high-resolution time–frequency esti-
mation. In these cases, CWT is favored. However, even the fastest 
CWT implementation available tends to be extremely slow com-
pared to STFT and DWT. fCWT merges the best of both worlds, 
yielding real-time behavior on signals with sampling frequencies up 
to 200 kHz. This has brought CWT’s execution time close to that 
of STFT and DWT, while having 25 times to 100 times the spec-
tral resolution of DWT throughout the spectral domain. As such, 
fCWT is a truly competitive real-time, high-resolution alternative 
for STFT and DWT.

fCWT allows signals with 34 to 122 times the sampling frequency 
of existing CWT implementations. Figure 3 shows fCWT’s capa-
bility of analyzing signals up to 200 kHz in real time, whereas the 
fastest implementation of CWT fails at fs = 30 kHz. Consequently, 
fCWT enables real-time analysis of high-frequency signal dynam-
ics, as exist in audio (for example, loudspeaker characterization22, 
full band speech coding23 and paralinguistic analysis24), biosignals 
(for example, brain–computer interfaces12 and peripheral signals 
such as ECG, electromyography, electrodermal activity and respi-
ration11,13), image and video (for example, distance transforms25,26), 
sonar and radar27,28, network analysis (for example, renewable 
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Fig. 3 | Benchmarking with fCWT and six state-of-the-art time–frequency methods. a, The average speed-up of fCWT and six publicly available 
implementations after 100 runs on a signal of length N = 100,000 with accompanying statistics (in seconds). The signal was analyzed using 3,000 
frequencies ranging from f0 = 1 Hz to f1 = 32 Hz. b, The rar (equation (1)) of fCWT (600 frequencies, σ = 6), the fastest CWT available (PyWavelet’s CWT, 
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energy management16,17 and cybersecurity14,15) and machine fault 
diagnosis29,30 (Fig. 1).

Synthetic data. fCWT’s spectral resolution is equal to that of CWT. 
In contrast to many other CWT optimization studies, we do not 
compromise precision. To demonstrate this, we compared fCWT to 
CWT on both clean and noisy synthetic datasets (see Data availabil-
ity statement for details). Each dataset consists of three wavepackets 
that validate an algorithm on spectral and temporal resolution and 
bandwidth size. A noisy dataset was generated to mimic realistic 
conditions and assess noise resilience.

Quantitative assessment of each algorithm’s performance is car-
ried out by calculating the per-wavepacket mean absolute percent-
age error (MAPE) scores of 100 runs on both datasets between 
actual frequencies and the time–frequency ridges extracted from the 
spectra (see Methods for details). The MAPE scores of the clean data 
are based on one run, as they are completely deterministic. We used 
a relative error measure to weight errors at all frequencies evenly.

Next to fCWT and CWT, STFT and DWT were also included, 
allowing us to show the speed–accuracy trade-off that currently 
dominates the time–frequency landscape. STFT is based on calcu-
lating multiple traditional FTs with overlapping fixed-sized win-
dows. The STFT is very fast and efficient as it relies on the fast 
Fourier transform (FFT). However, the use of fixed-sized windows 
requires the wavelengths to be close to the window size. Hence, fre-
quency resolution changes drastically over the spectrum, and only 
a small frequency band can be analyzed at the same time. DWT 
does not have this drawback. It does not rely on a window func-
tion. Similar to CWT, it uses wavelets that dilate and contract with 
frequency to represent the signal. However, in contrast to CWT, it 
uses far fewer wavelets to represent the signal. This makes DWT 
a very fast time–frequency estimator. Finally, to complete the 
time–frequency landscape and allow a thorough comparison on 
accuracy, we added the high-resolution Wigner–Ville distribu-
tion (WVD)4, the advanced Hilbert–Huang transform (HHT)31 
and the more recent empirical wavelet transform (EWT)32. WVD 
has the highest time–frequency resolution mathematically pos-
sible and HHT and EWT improve the resolution by using a slow 
but accurate adaptive iterative process to decompose a signal into 
fundamental functions that are not necessarily sine functions (for 
example, FFT). Manual tuning obtained the following parameters 
for optimal time–frequency sharpness. fCWT and CWT use the 
complex Morlet wavelet (σ = 6) and a frequency scale of 480 fre-
quencies (range, f0 = 0.25 Hz to f1 = 250 Hz), evenly spaced in expo-
nential space (cf. the 111Benchmark section). STFT uses a 500-ms 
Blackman window with 400-ms overlap, DWT uses 11 dyadic (that 
is, aj = 2j) scales of 15-order Daubechie wavelet decomposition, and 
WVD does not take parameters. HHT and EWT use a frequency 
resolution of 0.25 Hz. HHT uses seven intrinsic modes that were 
extracted using a maximum signal-to-residual ratio of 20 as a stop-
ping criterion. EWT decomposes the signal using a peak threshold 
of 5%. Outliers that deviated more than 3 s.d. from the mean were 
removed. The HHT had four outliers, which resulted in N = 96 for 
all algorithms to ensure equal group sizes.

Overall, the per-wavepacket MAPE scores differed signifi-
cantly on both the clean and noisy datasets between the algorithms 
(F(6, 90) = 112, 243.890, P ≪ 0.001, η2 = 1.000; Fig. 4). Within each 
algorithm, the per-wavepacket MAPE scores also differed signifi-
cantly between each other (F(2, 94) = 399.044, P ≪ 0.001, η2 = 0.895) 
However, fCWT and CWT generated similar, low MAPE scores on 
both the clean and noisy datasets for all three wavepackets. This was 
confirmed by a correlation analysis per wavepacket, respectively 
r(94) = 0.996, P < 0.001, r(94) = 1.000, P < 0.001 and r(94) = 0.997, 
P < 0.001. The low MAPE scores can be explained by CWT’s and 
fCWT’s wavelet convolution, which averages fluctuations of a sig-
nal at different scales33, and its redundancy (that is, wavelets are 

not orthogonal at different scales), which reduces noise by cancel-
ing out the random signal components34. Hence, both can separate 
frequency bands and their details across the full frequency range. 
When compared to the slow CWT, fCWT’s accuracy and noise-
handling capabilities are not compromised by its highly efficient 
implementation. Small differences in the time–frequency spectrum 
can be seen at the edges. However, these differences are caused by 
MATLAB’s mitigation of edge artifacts (202020Implementation of 
fCWT section in the Methods).

STFT cannot extract details of the lower frequency bands present 
in the first and third wavepackets. The wavelengths of these waves 
are too long for the 500-ms window we used, whereas a larger win-
dow cannot distinguish the complex non-stationary behavior of 
the first packet. Nevertheless, STFT shows strong noise-handling 
capabilities that result from the averaging effect of FFT’s inherited 
convolution. DWT is powerful in denoising, but not suitable for 
time–frequency analysis. WVD suffers from its well-known arti-
facts, which are only made worse by the additive noise4. HHT and 
EWT are very good at separating the frequency bands of the clean 
dataset. Unfortunately, HHT’s frequency estimations, and to a lesser 
extent those from EWT, fluctuate heavily, leading to high MAPE 
values. These distortions are caused by the interference between the 
multiple wavefunctions in each wavepacket. This effect increases 
dramatically for both algorithms in the noisy dataset4.

EEG. Owing to its ease of measurement and high temporal resolu-
tion, the vast majority of neuroscience studies are based on EEG 
measurements35. As EEG measures brain activity via electrodes on 
the skull, no medical procedures are needed. However, such external 
measurements do suffer from increased noise. Fluctuations in EEG 
caused by brain activity are orders of magnitude smaller than the 
disturbances caused by eye, face and body movements36. Therefore, 
studies average the recordings of many trials to cancel random fluc-
tuations. Unfortunately, the use of repeated trials removes the tem-
poral advantage of EEG and prevents its applicability in real-time 
implementations, which rely on single-trial estimation.

The often-used FFT cannot handle the highly non-stationary 
character of EEG signals. Additionally, EEG sampling frequencies 
are often 1 kHz, and the simultaneous recording of 64 electrodes 
is standard. Hence, high-speed, non-stationary, time–frequency 
analysis is essential to have any chance of success in single-trial 
estimation. This is a criterion that current time–frequency tech-
niques are unable to meet. Techniques like STFT and DWT8 are 
fast but lack the desired resolution in representation, whereas 
methods like CWT6 are precise but lack speed. fCWT fuses the 
best of both worlds by accelerating the high-resolution CWT by 
34 to 122 times. So, we can improve the resolution by ≥34 times 
or handle ≥34 times as many data than the fastest CWT imple-
mentation available in the same time frame. To demonstrate the 
impact of real-time super-resolution on neuroscience, fCWT was 
thus benchmarked against full-resolution CWT and fast STFT, and 
DWT on a single-trial EEG dataset of subjects performing mental 
arithmetic tasks37.

Because active concentration is known to be most visible in the 
frontal region of the brain36, the signals of three frontal electrodes 
(pre-frontal 1, pre-frontal 2 and mid-frontal in the 10–20 system36) 
were averaged to reduce local fluctuations. We analyzed the resulting 
signal in the δ (delta), θ (theta), α (alpha), β (beta) and γ (gamma) 
frequency bands, using a frequency range that spans five octaves 
(f0 = 2 Hz to f1 = 64 Hz). Simultaneous analysis of all these frequency 
bands is vital for cognitive task experiments, with pre-frontal δ fre-
quencies (2–4 Hz) being associated with attention and motivation38, 
and the power of θ oscillations (4−7 Hz) reflecting memory encod-
ing and retrieval39. Lower α-desynchronization (8–13 Hz) relates to 
task-unspecific attentional demands and β-band (13–30 Hz) power 
increases with demanding cognitive tasks36. The γ oscillations 
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(~30−100 Hz) indicate complex cognitive thinking (for example, 
object recognition and sensory processing40). Consequently, full-
range, high-resolution frequency analysis is vital.

The analysis of CWT, fCWT, STFT and DWT was comple-
mented with 3.0%CWT (that is, CWT with fCWT’s RAR; Fig. 
5). 3.0%CWT enables a fair comparison between the real-time  
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resolution of CWT and full fCWT using 650 frequencies and 
3.0%CWT using 20 frequencies. The three CWTs use the complex-
valued Morlet wavelet (σ = 20), tuned for optimal time–frequency 
resolution. Based on manual tuning we set a 500-ms Blackman win-
dow with 400-ms overlap for STFT and 11 dyadic (that is, aj = 2j) 
scales of 15-order Debauchie wavelet decomposition for DWT, 
enabling maximal time–frequency sharpness. RAR versus the num-
ber of 1-kHz channels was calculated for full-resolution CWT and 
fCWT, STFT and DWT.

The resolution difference between the equally fast full fCWT 
and 3.0%CWT is most prominent during the mental arithmetic 
task. Real-time fCWT distinguishes different EEG frequency bands 
much better than real-time CWT. The sheer amount of subdivi-
sions in the frequency spectrum allows fCWT to show the small 
chaotic β-frequency variations often seen during active concentra-
tion36 and the slow oscillating δ-band power associated with moti-
vation38, in real time. Having the same runtime, the fastest CWT 
implementation fails. Although STFT can separate frequencies in 
the β-frequency (13–30 Hz) and γ-frequency (~30−100 Hz) bands, 
it suffers from low spectral resolution in the δ-frequency (<4 Hz) 
and θ-frequency (4–7 Hz) bands. Hence, STFT makes wide-band 
EEG analysis impractical. Again, DWT was shown to be unsuitable 
for detailed time–frequency analysis.

fCWT’s power excels when an entire array of EEG electrodes is 
analyzed in real time. Although the use of EEG is gaining popu-
larity, its low spatial resolution remains a huge drawback. Figure 
5 shows that the fastest CWT implementation available can only 
handle ~20–24 electrodes (or streams of data) simultaneously at 
full resolution in real time. By contrast, fCWT is easily capable of  

calculating real-time, high-resolution time–frequency representa-
tions of state-of-the-art EEG set-ups with up to 512 electrodes.

In vivo electrophysiology. Using depth electrodes, local field 
potentials (LFPs) measure local voltage changes inside the brain 
caused by the activity of neuron clusters. LFPs are recorded in 
vivo and, consequently, they do not suffer from the skull’s high-
frequency mask behavior. Consequently, the γ-frequency (~30–
100 Hz) and high γ-frequency (>100 Hz) bands can be reliably 
recorded, these being bands that highly correlate with single neuron 
firing and reflect aspects of movement (in the motor cortex41) and 
vision (in the visual cortex42). Recording these frequencies requires 
sampling rates that are several times those used for EEGs (that is, 
2–3 kHz). Furthermore, in vivo electrophysiology techniques43 use 
huge amounts of electrodes44. LFPs are often recorded simultane-
ously at 100–300 channels, or even more45. In the future, data band-
width is expected to increase even more than its recent tremendous 
increases. Neuropixels43, Utah arrays44 and Michigan probes46 are 
currently able to measure hundreds of LFPs and thousands of neu-
rons simultaneously. Real-time LFP time–frequency analysis could 
lead to next-generation prostatics41. Unfortunately, current imple-
mentations are unable to handle these bandwidths without com-
promising resolution. fCWT shows that super-resolution can be 
maintained when analyzing hundreds of high-bandwidth LFP data 
streams simultaneously.

Rodent in vivo electrophysiology data from the Allen Brain 
Observatory data collection47 were analyzed. During randomly 
alternating full-field, high- and low-contrast flashes, six Neuropixel 
probes43 with 374 electrodes (Neuropixel 3a; 20 μm vertical  
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electrode separation) each recorded a mouse visual cortex’s 
responses. LFPs were obtained by downsampling the data to 
1.25 kHz and filtering using a 1,000-Hz low-pass filter. Full fCWT 
and CWT, 3.0%CWT (EEG section), STFT and DWT time–fre-
quency estimations were performed on 9 s of raw single-trial LFP 
data containing four stimuli.

We compared CWT and fCWT to STFT and DWT, as the latter 
two are used in situations where speed is key. Other time–frequency 
algorithms offer much higher resolution but are orders of magni-
tude slower, making them impractical for LFP analysis.

The analysis covers a frequency range from f0 = 8 Hz to f1 = 128 Hz, 
allowing simultaneous analysis of both low frequency (that is, α and 
β bands) and high frequency (that is, γ and high γ bands), which 
is very important as they reflect different aspects of task perfor-
mance. Low-frequency LFPs unveil long-distance communication, 
whereas high-frequency activity reflects local neural processing48. 
As the interplay between these frequency ranges discloses the coor-
dination at the inter- and intra-cortical level49, real-time, wide-band 
time–frequency estimation is key in the LFP analysis of complex 
brain mechanics.

The three CWTs use the complex-valued Morlet wavelet (σ = 16), 
tuned for optimal time–frequency resolution. Based on manual 
tuning we set a 500-ms Blackman window with 400-ms overlap for 
STFT and 11 dyadic (that is, aj = 2j) scales of 15-order Debauchie 
wavelet decomposition for DWT, enabling maximal time–fre-
quency sharpness. The RAR versus number of channels was also 

calculated for fCWT and CWT at full resolution and STFT and 
DWT for a 2.5-kHz input signal.

The subfigures of Fig. 6c show the ability of real-time, full fCWT 
to separate multiple β-frequency components (16, 20 and 25 Hz), 
locate four γ bursts and reveal the overall γ-frequency dynamics, all 
at the same time. By contrast, real-time 3.0%CWT misses two out 
of four γ bursts, cannot separate low-frequency β components, and 
loses higher γ-frequency dynamics. With STFT, the resolution is on 
par in the mid-frequency range, but the high- and low-frequency 
ranges suffer from low resolution. Despite their very high speeds, 
both STFT and DWT are unsuitable for broadband, high-resolu-
tion, time–frequency estimations.

Electrode density is set to increase dramatically; for example, 
5,000-electrode Neuropixels have already been announced50. Figure 
6d shows RAR (equation (1)) versus the number of channels per 
algorithm. Full CWT can hardly process 15 LFP channels (or data 
streams) in real time. By contrast, fCWT offers a real-time, full-res-
olution performance for up to 350–400 channels. Considering the 
Allen Brain Observatory dataset, fCWT supports real-time analy-
sis and feature extraction of three to four entire Neuropixel probes, 
whereas the fastest CWT implementation available supports only 
one-tenth of a single probe.

Discussion
One of WT’s most powerful features is the possibility to use custom 
wavelets. However, not all wavelet types are suitable for existing fast 
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approximate CWT implementations, which rely on finite impulse 
response filters4. fCWT does not suffer from this setback, as it cal-
culates wavelets starting directly from its definition. With custom 
wavelets, fCWT performance can be improved even further51. As 
such, fCWT enables the real-time analysis of high-frequency non-
stationary signals, such as in audio22–24,52, biosignals (for example, 
brain–computer interfaces12 and ECG11,13), image and video25,26, 
sonar and radar27,28, renewable energy management16,17, cybersecu-
rity14,15 and machine fault diagnosis29,30,53 (Fig. 1).

The implementation of fCWT could be extended to other time–
frequency methods as well. The synchrosqueezed transform (SST)54 
uses reassignment to sharpen the CWT spectrum, and the chirplet 
transform (CT)55, superlets (SL)6 and the noiselet transform (NT)56 
use atoms to describe a signal, sharing a wavelet-like implementation.  
Future research could explore speed-ups of these algorithms and 
bring them to real-time applications. Hence, fCWT’s impact is 
broader than CWT-based applications alone. Consequently, we 
did not include the SST, CT, SL and NT in the benchmark study, as 
these rely on the CWT in their core. These second-order techniques 
as well as modifications of the included first-order techniques 
(for example, smoothed WVD6) are by definition slower than the 
already expensive CWT.

fCWT shares its mathematical definition with CWT and, hence, 
without compromise, inherits both all its benefits10 and all its limita-
tions (for example, its degrading spectral resolution57 and increas-
ing redundancy in higher frequency ranges5). Fortunately, these 
are well-known limitations that have solutions4,54. Moreover, the 
time–frequency landscape keeps growing, including new CWT 
implementations58. We therefore invite everyone to compare their 
implementations against fCWT’s open source59, and, to extend its 
validity, we invite all to apply fCWT on more extensive and different 
specimens that fall outside this paper’s scope.

fCWT allows an acceleration in the developments of science and 
engineering, industry and health (Fig. 1). Although maintaining 
CWT’s full resolution and supporting customization, fCWT enables 
real-time time–frequency analysis of non-stationary signals. As 
such, fCWT can bring offline research that is hindered by the low 
resolution of DWT, the limited range of STFT and/or the computa-
tional burden of CWT into real-time practice.

methods
Datasets. In this Resource paper, three types of data were used: synthetic, EEG 
and in vivo electrophysiological data. Details on each dataset are described in the 
following subsections.

Synthetic data. Two synthetic datasets were generated for this paper, both 
composed of the same three time-varying wavepackets with a sampling frequency 
of 500 Hz:

 1. Three 5-s sine waves, the frequencies of which gradually change between 100 
and 110 Hz, 20 and 22 Hz and 5 and 6 Hz, respectively, with a periodicity of 
1 Hz.

 2. Two 5-s sine waves with linearly changing frequencies between [5, 50] and 
[100, 50] Hz.

 3. Three 10-s low-frequency waves of 2, 1 and 0.5 Hz. All wavepackets are sepa-
rated by 0.5 s and are multiplied by a Gaussian window function to mitigate 
discontinuities at the boundaries.

One set contained clean data and the other was contaminated with white 
Gaussian noise with a 1:1 signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) across the whole signal, 
with the SNR being determined by the average power. Both datasets have a total 
duration of 21.0 s and are available in the fCWT CodeOcean repository59.

EEG. The EEG mental arithmetic dataset by Zyma et al.37 was obtained from 
PhysioNet60 and loaded into MATLAB R2021a. EEG data were recorded 
monopolarly at 500 Hz, using Ag/Ag electrodes and the Neurocom EEG 
23-channel system (Ukraine, XAI-MEDICA). The International 10/20 scheme was 
used for electrode placement. Electrodes were referenced to the interconnected 
ear reference electrodes. Data were preprocessed using a 30-Hz high-pass filter 
and a 50-Hz power line notch filter. Common EEG artifacts were removed using 
independent component analysis. All participants had normal or corrected-to-
normal vision and had no mental or cognitive impairment.

In this paper we use the data of subject 13, a 24-year old male who excelled in 
mental arithmetic by performing 34 subtractions between four-digit and two-digit 
numbers in 4 min. Subject 13 was chosen to ensure task compliance. We used the 
last 30 s of EEG during rest and the first 30 s of EEG during the arithmetic task.

In vivo electrophysiology. In vivo electrophysiology data were collected from The 
Visual Coding—Neuropixels project47. LFP data from female specimen 738651054 
from stimuli IDs 3861−3864 were used. Six Neuropixel version 3a probes were 
inserted into the mouse visual cortex. In this study, LFP data from fifth probe (Probe 
‘e’) channel 63 were used. The 250-ms high-contrast stimuli, 2,000 ms apart, alternate 
in random order. Mice were shown a neutral gray screen between stimuli. Additional 
technical, experimental and medical details about the dataset can be found in ref. 47.

Mathematical preliminaries. The Fourier transform. With its core idea that a 
function, often a signal, can always be decomposed into pure sine and cosine 
functions, the FT is foundational in spectral pattern analysis3,4,8,61. However, not all 
functions f(t) can be decomposed—only those that live in the Lebesgue space L2(0, 
2π). This space includes all functions that are (1) finite in energy, (2) 2π-periodic 
and (3) square-integrable, formally

∫ 2π

0
|f(t)|2dt < ∞ t ∈ (0, 2π) (2)

f(t) = f(t − 2π) t ∈ R, (3)

which allows f(t) to be represented as a weighted sum of complex wavefunctions:

f(t) =

∞∑

−∞

cne2πint, (4)

with the Fourier coefficients cn given by the amount of overlap between the 
conjugated complex wavefunction and the function f(t):

cn =
1
2π

∫
∞

−∞

f(t)e−2πint (5)

or in discrete form when used on actual digital samples in a sequence f having 
length N:

xk =

N−1∑

n=0
f[n]e−i2πkn/N. (6)

In other words, any 2π-periodic, square-integrable function f(t) can be represented 
by this superposition of complex-valued sinusoidal waves that are translated in the 
frequency domain. However, this is precisely Fourier’s pitfall; not all functions, or 
signals for that matter, are 2π-periodic. FTs cannot decompose the wide variety of 
non-stationary functions that are not 2π-periodic. Unfortunately, this constraint 
is often misunderstood, and FT are still used to analyze signals with varying 
frequencies.

The mathematical reason behind FT’s constraint becomes apparent when we 
consider the Lebesgue space L2(R) containing all square-integrable functions that 
have finite energy along the entire real axis:

∫
∞

−∞

|f(t)|2dt < ∞. (7)

The reason why equation (4) cannot represent these functions is that pure sine 
waves extend to infinity and therefore do not have finite energy. Pure waves do not 
lie in L2(R) and, as such, they cannot represent its functions.

Wavelets. We can define a set of functions other than equation (4) that do 
have finite energy. The result is the set of short periodic functions ψ(t) called 
wavelets that are well localized in both the time and frequency domains5,6,8,33,57,62. 
Consequently, wavelets need to be able to translate in both domains as well:

ψ jk(t) = 2−j/2
ψ(2jt − k), (8)

where ψjk is a daughter wavelet function, defined as the mother wavelet ψ(t) scaled 
in the frequency domain by j and translated in the time domain by k. So, the WT 
outputs a 2D time–frequency matrix, where the FT gives a 1D frequency spectrum.

Similar to equation (4), the superposition of these wavelets can represent any 
function

f(t) =

∞∑

j, k=−∞

cjkψ jk(t), (9)

where, like with the FT, the wavelet coefficients cjk are given by the amount of 
overlap between the wavelet and the function f(t). This definition also shows us 
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that wavelets, similar to Fourier’s pure wavefunctions, live in Hilbert space as 
multiplication between two functions is defined as an inner product:

Wψ f(j, k) = ⟨f, ψ jk⟩ = cjk =

∫
∞

−∞

f(t)ψ jk(t)dt, (10)

in which ψ jk corresponds to the conjugate of ψjk. However, as j and k can be 
any real number, we have to define both variables’ optimal discretization such 
that the resulting time–frequency matrix does not under- or overdetermine the 
function f(t). So, the variables should be discretized such that the wavelets form 
an orthogonal basis in Hilbert space63,64—in other words, such that the wavelet 
functions have zero overlap.

Wavelets are orthogonal in Hilbert space if

⟨ψ jk, ψ lm⟩ = δjkδlm, (11)

from which it follows that equation (8) is indeed logarithmic orthogonal. The WT 
that uses this type of discretization is called the DWT8,65,66. In this context, ‘discrete’ 
refers to the use of its wavelets, not to the type of data it processes. As all DWT’s 
wavelets are orthogonal, it describes a function by the minimal number of wavelet 
coefficients possible. However, as stated at the beginning of this paper, a redundant, 
overcomplete representation is often much more favorable for signal analysis. 
Therefore, it is also possible to define a WT with arbitrary wavelet discretization. 
Such a wavelet transformation is called the CWT67. Again, ‘continuous’ does not 
refer to the type of data it can handle. CWT features continuously scalable and 
translatable wavelets that allow a much more precise analysis of a signal’s spectrum:

Wψ f(a, b) = |a|−1
∫

∞

−∞

f(t)ψ

(
t − b
a

)
dt, (12)

which comes with considerable computational complexity. When implemented 
digitally, its discrete form is used:

Wψ f[a, b] = |a|−1
N−1∑

n=0
f[n]ψ

[
n − b
a

]
, (13)

which is mathematically equivalent to passing the input signal through a series of 
wavelet filters of different lengths. Care is required at the boundaries of the signal. 
As the discrete form assumes signals of finite length, wavelet coefficients near 
the boundaries become increasingly meaningless. Instantaneous frequency at the 
first or last sample is impossible to calculate as one should know how the signal 
continues. There are several strategies to solve this uncertainty. For more details 
about this topic, see the Boundary effects section.

Equation (10)’s computational complexity can be estimated using the 
trapezoidal rule for integral solving and assuming a signal of length N = 2J. 
Furthermore, we assume J wavelets at aj = 2j discrete scales, and a wavelet length 
of L samples at unit scale. Starting at unit scale a0 = 1, we then have O(a0NL) 
complexity, with the cost of all scales resulting in

NL + 2NL + 4NL + … + 2JNL = O(LN2
). (14)

In other words, a naïve approach to DWT calculation would result in a polynomial 
complexity of O(N2). CWT would be even worse, as the discretization of the time 
and frequency domains is much finer. Fortunately, scientists quickly realized a 
considerable reduction in computational complexity could be achieved using 
Parseval’s theorem.

Fourier-based wavelet transform. Applying Parseval’s theorem to equation (12), a 
reduction in CWT’s complexity can be achieved:

Wψ f(a, b) =
1
2π

∫
f̂(ξ)ψ̂a, b(ξ)dξ. (15)

Subsequently, we define ψ̂a, b(ξ)  in terms of the FT of the mother wavelet function 
ψ(t), using its basic time-shifting and time-scaling properties:

ψ̂a, b(ξ) =
1
a

ψ̂(ξ)e−ibξ
(time shifting) (16)

= ψ̂(aξ)e−ibξ
(time scaling). (17)

Substitution gives

Wψ f(a, b) =
1
2π

∫
f̂(ξ)ψ̂(aξ)eibξdξ (18)

or in its discrete form

Wψ f[a, b] =
1
K

K−1∑

k=0
f̂[k]ψ̂[ak]ei2πbk/K, (19)

which describes Wψf[a, b] as an inverse FT of f̂[k]ψ̂[ak] . So, WT’s computational 
complexity no longer depends on the time-offset parameter b. As f̂[k] can be 
calculated beforehand, it is reduced to three distinct steps per scale:

 1. Generate ψ̂[ak]
 2. Calculate f̂[k]ψ̂[ak]  and
 3. Evaluate the inverse FT and obtain Wψf[a, b],

with the first two steps evaluated in O(N) and the last one requiring at least 
O(Nlog2N) when using a fast FT implementation68,69. This results in 
O(Nlog2N) complexity, a considerable reduction compared to O(N2), which 
is needed for the naïve approach. Additionally, the constant factor of this 
complexity can be reduced even more, as we will see in the next section.

Implementation of fCWT. Fourier-based wavelet transformation’s computational 
complexity is mainly determined by the inverse FT. Consequently, equation 
(12) has been rewritten regularly to use spline interpolation of the wavelet and 
circumvent the FT entirely70,71. Spline interpolation, also known as polynomial 
interpolation, defines a wavelet by only a few evenly spaced sampling points 
across the domain. Because the number of points is independent of the wavelet’s 
scale, the theoretical complexity of equation (12) is reduced to linear time. 
However, while complexity is lowered, the constant factor that equals the number 
of sampling points has been increased tremendously. In turn, this yields a trade-
off between speed and accuracy: more interpolation points leads to increases in 
both precision and computation time. Additionally, the spline interpolation only 
works for specific wavelet types. To avoid the trade-off, we optimize the Fourier-
based wavelet transformation by reducing the constant factor of its computational 
complexity. In this way, we maintain WT’s ability to use custom wavelet types51 and 
can exploit optimized FFT libraries72–74.

fCWT separates scale-independent and scale-dependent operations, which 
have to be performed separately for each wavelet’s scale. A detailed schematic of 
fCWT’s algorithmic implementation is provided in Extended Data Fig. 1. With 
CWTs, the frequency scale is often divided into hundreds of scales. We thus 
focused the optimization on the fCWT’s scale-dependent part by exploiting its 
repeated nature and high parallelizability. The scale-independent operations are 
performed first as their result forms the input for the scale-dependent steps. We 
pre-calculate two functions: (1) the input signal’s FFT and (2) the FFT of the 
mother wavelet function at scale a0 = 2. Both functions are independent of the scale 
factor a, so they can be pre-calculated and used as look-up tables in the processing 
pipeline.

FFT. Using the float- and AVX2-enabled Fastest Fourier Transform in the West 
(FFTW) library73, the input signal’s FFT is calculated. FFTW has superior 
performance in various benchmarks75 and has the ability to dynamically optimize 
its algorithmic implementation. FFTW determines the most efficient way to 
calculate the signal’s FFT with length N on hardware set-up X. This requires 
considerable time, which makes it only useful in situations where many FFTs 
are calculated with the same N and X. This is the case with fCWT, as its scale-
dependent part evaluates a fixed-length inverse FFT for every scale factor a. Other 
high-performance FFT libraries include the Fastest Fourier Transform in the 
South72 and Intel’s Math Kernal Library74. However, as Fastest Fourier Transform in 
the South lacks important optimization techniques and Intel’s Math Kernel Library 
is limited to Intel processors only, FFTW is currently the most flexible and versatile 
high-performance FFT library available.

Before a signal’s FFT is calculated, it is first zero-padded to the nearest  
power of two, which allows more time-efficient calculations than with other  
signal lengths. Zero padding lets all signals that map to the same nearest power 
of two use the same FFTW optimization. Hence, the flexibilty of fCWT as a 
tool is preserved while still enjoying the benefit of FFTW’s optimization plans. 
However, it will result in step-like performance behavior as seen in Fig. 3. After 
FFT calculation, we let FFTW write the complex-valued FT to memory in an 
interleaving format (Extended Data Fig. 2). Using this, we exploit the CPU’s 
predictive caching behavior and hence reduce memory access in the next steps. 
Because a CPU works with chunks of memory instead of single values, it always 
caches adjacent memory next to a requested value as well26,76. While we access the 
real part of a value, interleaving takes advantage of this behavior as the complex 
part is cached. Consequently, accessing the complex part after the real part does 
not require an additional memory request, which reduces memory accesses  
by 50%.

Scale-independent mother wavelet generation. The FFT of the mother wavelet 
function Ψ̂ [k] is generated once during the scale-independent step. Because 
wavelets in the frequency domain uniformly contract as their scale increases, 
daughter wavelet functions can be generated by downsampling a pre-generated 
mother wavelet function. Because scales must be at least amin = 2, we generate the 
mother wavelet function at a0 = 2 to save memory. It is important to note that 
the mother wavelet function is generated directly from its analytical Fourier-
transformed definition. Consequently, we create Ψ̂ [k] such that its length always 
matches that of f̂[k]. This ensures fCWT’s independence of wavelet length and 
achieves the highest wavelet resolution possible.
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After calculation of the FFT signal and the generation of the FFT mother 
wavelet, the scale-independent step is complete. fCWT proceeds to the scale-
dependent phase (Extended Data Fig. 1). This phase is repeated m = ∣a∣ times. 
Using m steps with step size Δa, the scale factors a are defined by discretizing the 
frequency spectrum evenly on a logarithmic scale:

a = {2xΔa
|x ∈ N ∧ 0 < x ≤ m}. (20)

This generates the wavelet coefficient matrix Wψf[a, b] one row at a time.

Scale-dependent downsampling. Each iteration of the scale-dependent step 
first generates the Fourier-transformed daughter wavelet function ψ̂a[k] by 
downsampling the mother wavelet function generated in the scale-independent 
step. This optimization is realized by using the mother wavelet as a look-up 
table (Extended Data Fig. 3). Hence, as explained earlier, the expensive Gaussian 
calculations involved in wavelet calculation are removed from the scale-dependent 
step. The daughter wavelet is generated by only performing a systematic look-up 
that accesses every ath value of the mother wavelet function. A schematic overview 
of this process is shown in Extended Data Fig. 3.

Scale-independent multiplication. Using the single instruction, multiple data 
(SIMD) model, another acceleration is achieved. By using the CPU’s full power, 
eight multiplications are executed at once77,78, which is used to exploit the 
elemental-wise multiplication between ψ̂a[k] and f̂[k]. In our case, SIMD performs 
four complex-valued multiplications in parallel, because the multiplication between 
the real-valued daughter wavelet and complex-valued Fourier-transformed input 
signal takes two multiplications per element. By exploiting the parallelizable nature 
of this step, an additional speed-up of 4× is achieved. Extended Data Fig. 4 shows 
this process graphically.

An additional acceleration is achieved by merging the generation of the 
daughter wavelet (Scale-dependent downsampling section) and the multiplication 
with f̂[k] (Scale-independent multiplication section) in one loop. Consequently, no 
intermediate results are stored in memory, which largly eliminates memory access.

Scale-independent inverse FFT. Finally, using FFTW’s inverse FFT function, the 
result is transferred back to the time domain. Similar to the FFT calculation in the 
scale-independent step, the inverse FFT uses a pre-calculated optimization based 
on the input signal’s zero-padded length. The complex-valued time–frequency 
matrix is stored in row-major order as an array of 2NM floats, where N is the signal 
length and M the number of scales. Each value is stored as two floats as the matrix 
is complex-valued.

Boundary effects. Because CWT uses convolution to calculate the wavelet 
coefficients, a wavelet is eventually close enough to the beginning or end of the 
signal to be multiplied with undefined data outside the boundaries of the signal. 
In these situations, frequency becomes a meaningless construct as one does not 
know how a signal would proceed beyond these limits. As this effect becomes more 
evident with larger wavelets (that is, lower frequencies) one can speak of a cone of 
influence33 caused by the edges that affect the entire spectrum. Several strategies 
exist to handle these so-called boundary effects4,79,80.

One could extend a signal by adding zeros at the beginning and the end to 
define data outside the boundaries. Because convolution relies on the element-wise 
multiplication between the signal and the wavelet, this strategy is similar to stopping 
the convolution at the boundary. Other strategies rely on making assumptions 
about the signal outside its bounds. For example, the signal could be extended by 
mirroring or repeating the signal at its boundaries4. With fCWT, we decided to let the 
users decide themselves. As fCWT is designed to be independent of signal content, 
we assume an unbiased zero extension. Consequently, users can choose their own 
boundary strategy by extending the signal manually before the fCWT is applied.

The direct result of fCWT’s strategy can be seen in the Synthetic data section. 
At both edges, fCWT shows a strong cone of influence effect of the boundary. 
MATLAB, by default, performs signal extension, which mitigates these artifacts. 
However, MATLAB’s default extension strategy sometimes leads to an increase 
in artifacts instead of a reduction. An extreme example can be seen in a visual 
comparison between both techniques in Extended Data Fig. 5. Consequently, 
with fCWT we went for an unbiased zero extension strategy aiming for maximal 
transparency and flexibility.

Time–frequency ridge extraction. To perform quantitative assessment of time–
frequency spectra on the synthetic data, a time–frequency ridge extraction 
methodology is used. This allows a comparison between the ridges (that is, 
frequency components) in the time–frequency spectra and the actual frequency 
components used to generate the dataset.

The synthetic dataset (see the Data availability statement for details) consists 
of three distinct wavepackets. The time–frequency ridge extraction is performed 
on each wavepacket separately. Each segment is defined such that it trims the first 
0.5 s and last 0.5 s of each wavepacket to remove the Gaussian window function 
influence. In the third wavepacket, 3.0 s is trimmed from the end to remove the 
influence of boundary effects (Boundary effects section).

MATLAB’s tfridge() is used to extract, respectively, three, two and three 
ridges from the first, second and third wavepacket, as it is the most used approach 
to ridge extraction. To do so, tfridge() needs pre-defined penalty coefficients 
(Pcoef), which determine the stability of the ridge estimation. As wavepackets and 
time–frequency algorithms largely differ in their characteristics, these penalty 
coefficients need to be optimized manually for each combination. Manual 
optimization is performed greedy by first testing different orders of magnitude 
(Pmag): Pmag ∈ {10−3, 10−2, 10−1, 100, 101, 102, 103}. When the optimal magnitude range 
[Pmag,1, Pmag,2] is selected, ten equally distanced coefficients are tested within that 
range Pcoef ∈ Pmag,1 ⋅ {0, 1, 2, …, 8, 9}. The resulting penalty coefficient is chosen for 
the benchmark. All penalty coefficients are provided in the source data for Fig. 4.

A fair comparison among the algorithms was secured, as the same stable 
ridge extraction was applied on all included algorithms. However, in future work, 
alternate open-source algorithms could be worth exploring81. These might yield 
highly accurate ridge extractions and/or remove the need for manually tuned 
parameters. As such, this might result in an even more fine-grained comparison 
among the algorithms.

Data availability
The generated synthetic dataset used in Fig. 4 is provided under ‘data’ in the 
CodeOcean fCWT capsule59. The ‘EEG During Mental Arithmetic Tasks v1.0.0’ 
used in Fig. 5 is available at https://physionet.org/content/eegmat/1.0.0/. The in 
vivo electrophysiology data collected by The Visual Coding—Neuropixels project47 
and used in Fig. 6 is available in the Neurodata Without Borders (NWB) format 
via AllenSDK (https://allensdk.readthedocs.io). An example Jupyter Notebook for 
accessing the LFP data is available at https://allensdk.readthedocs.io/en/latest/_static/
examples/nb/ecephys_lfp_analysis.html. Source data are provided with this paper.

Code availability
fCWT is released under Apache License Version 2.0 and will be maintained in 
a public GitHub repository available at https://github.com/fastlib/fCWT. fCWT 
is available for Mac OSX, Linux and Windows systems and features a detailed 
description on how to obtain Visual Studio project-files and generate cpp-based 
MEX-packages for easy MATLAB integration. For benchmark reproducibility, a 
version of fCWT at the time of publication is available on CodeOcean59.
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | Algorithmic implementation of fCWT The algorithmic implementation behind fCWT can be divided into: i) scale-independent and 
ii) scale-dependent operations. The scale-dependent operations each calculate the wavelet coefficients of a single scale-factor in the final time–frequency 
matrix. By repeating the scale-dependent part m = ∣a∣ times, the time–frequency matrix is build up one row at a time.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | FFTW’s interleaving storing format Using an interleaving value format, the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West (FFTW) writes 
a complex-valued Fourier transform to memory. as the CPU caches adjacent values when accessing memory, accessing the complex and real part only 
requires single memory access instead of two.
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | From mother to daughter wavelet The generation of the daughter wavelet ψ̂a[k] is done efficiently by downsampling the mother 
wavelet Ψ̂[k]. This eliminates the need for expensive Gaussian calculations in the scale-dependent step. The mother wavelet is only calculated once in the 
scale-independent step.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | SimD multiplication fCWT combines the generation of the daughter wavelet and its multiplication with the Fourier transformed 
input signal together in one Single Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) multiplication. as the Fourier transformed input signal is complex-valued, the real 
daughter wavelet values are copied twice such that SIMD can perform an element-wise multiplication between both buffers. In this example a scale-factor 
of a = 3 is used.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Boundary effects in fCWT and mATLAB With fCWT we perform zero extension to mitigate boundary effects. In contrast, by 
default MaTLaB uses a content dependent mirror extension. In some cases, such an extension strategy can increase boundary effect severity instead of 
decreasing it as can be seen here.
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Uit dit signaal is veel
meer detail te halen

Het kost rekenkracht om een signaal om te zetten in informatie. Als dit
in real time moet, gaat veel detail verloren. Maar het kan sneller.

Door�onze�redacteur
Laura�Wismans

AMSTERDAM.�Verwerking van elek-
trische signalen kan wel honderd keer
sneller. Dat hebben informatici van
de Universiteit Utrecht laten zien in
Nature Computational Science. Ze
hebben daartoe de wiskunde achter
een bestaand algoritme herschreven.
Het maakt zowel snellere als precie-
zere analyses mogelijk.

De onderzoekers passen hun ver-
nieuwde rekenmethode toe op signa-
len uit hersensensoren, maar de tech-
niek is toepasbaar op allerlei signalen,
zoals seismische trillingen voor aard-
bevingsvoorspellingen, netwerkacti-
viteit voor cybersecurity en audio-
analyse voor geluidsfiltering.

Signaalverwerking is een onder-
zoeksveld op het snijvlak van elektro-
techniek en wiskunde, het gaat over
verwerking en analyse van informatie
uit signalen in de breedste zin van het
woord, zowel digitaal als analoog. „Er
zijn twee gangbare technieken voor
signaalver werking”, zegt Egon van
den Broek, associate professor com-
putational science aan de Universiteit
Utrecht en auteur van het onderzoek.
„De ene is heel precies, maar zo lang-
zaam dat hij nauwelijks te gebruiken
is, zeker niet voor realtimetoepassin-
gen. De andere is snel, maar verliest
veel kwaliteit bij de analyse. Toch
wordt die vaak verkozen, omdat snel-
heid zo van belang is.”

De ‘l a ng z a m e’ techniek, de zoge-
noemde continuous wavelet trans-
for m (CWT), heeft nu een snelle vari-
ant gekregen: fCWT, waar de f staat
voor fa s t . „We hebben op een nieuwe
manier gekeken naar de wiskunde die
achter de methode zit”, zegt Lukas
Arts, promovendus en eerste auteur
van het onderzoek. „De formule heb-
ben we opgedeeld in verschillende
onderdelen. Het bleek dat berekenin-
gen vaak opnieuw worden gedaan, en
wij hebben gekeken waar we informa-
tie uit voorgaande stappen kunnen
hergebruiken in plaats van opnieuw
b e re ke n e n .” Ook hebben ze de dertig
jaar oude techniek geoptimaliseerd
voor de huidige hardware.

Veel meer details
Ze demonstreren hun algoritme met
het verwerken van twee soorten her-
sensignalen. Bij EEG wordt een kap
met elektroden op het hoofd ge-
plaatst. Omdat de signalen door de
schedel heen moeten, zit er veel ruis
in. „We hebben ons algoritme even

snel laten draaien als de gangbare al-
goritmes voor hersensignaalverwer-
king, maar we konden eigenlijk veel
sneller ”, zegt Arts. „De rekenkracht
die over was hebben we besteed aan
het verhogen van de resolutie met
een factor dertig. Er waren veel meer
details te onderscheiden.”

„Ook hebben we gekeken naar her-
senanalyse, waarbij kleine naaldjes in
de visuele cortex worden geplaatst”,
zegt Arts. „In één zo’n naaldje zitten
vierhonderd sensoren. Voorheen kon
een vijfde van de gegevens van een
naald in real time bekeken worden,
met onze methode konden we zes
naalden tegelijkertijd analyseren.”

„Dat hersensignalen realtime gea-
nalyseerd kunnen worden is heel in-
te re s s a nt ”, zegt Ciska Heida, associ-
ate professor biomedical signals and
systems aan de Universiteit Twente,
niet verbonden aan dit onderzoek.
„Diepe hersenstimulatie wordt bij-
voorbeeld bij parkinson ingezet. Al-
leen al tijdens de operatie is het nuttig
als hersenfrequenties beter visueel
gemaakt worden, zodat je weet dat je

in de juiste hersenkern zit en ook di-
rect het effect van stimulatie kunt
zien op de verschillende frequenties.”
Ook ziet ze nut voor patiënten met
het locked-in syndroom. „De snel-
heid waarmee deze patiënten kun-
nen communiceren is nu nog erg
l a a g .”

Het nieuwe algoritme is ook in bre-
dere zin toepasbaar. Het kan bijdra-
gen aan de groeiende vraag naar uit-
legbare algoritmes, de tegenhanger
van zelflerende algoritmes. „Z e l fl e -
rende algoritmes zijn nu hip. Daar
gooi je ruwe data in en je krijgt er een
mooie uitkomst uit. Maar wat het al-
goritme precies doet is ongewis, je
moet maar hopen dat het bijvoor-
beeld niet discrimineert”, zegt Van
den Broek. „Wij zeggen nu: als je de
voorverwerking veel gedetailleerder
doet, kan de machine learning simpe-
ler zijn, met misschien wel betere re-
sultaten die ook nog eens uitlegbaar
zijn. Bovendien werkt het als je rela-
tief weinig data hebt ook. D eep
lear ning is alleen effectief als je heel
veel gegevens hebt, dit kan altijd.”

De formule hebben we
opgedeeld in onderdelen

Lukas�Arts p�ro�m�ove�n�d�u�s

Bij�het�meten van�de�elektrische�activiteit�van�de�hersenen�(EEG)�bevat�het�signaal�veel�ruis.
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Wat Nederland kan
leren van de Denen:

je data op orde hebben

M
et jaloersmakende zelfverzekerheid
hief de Deense regering dinsdag in
één klap alle coronamaatregelen op.
De Denen wierpen hun mondkapjes
af en vierden net als vorig jaar in
september bevrijdingsdag. Het

nachtleven mocht weer open, een coronapas hoeft
nergens meer getoond te worden. Het zou kunnen dat
de Denen over een tijdje op hun schreden terugkeren.
Maar hun besluitvaardigheid steekt hoe dan ook
scherp af bij de schroom waarmee de Nederlandse re-
gering eind januari „na lang wikken en wegen” besloot
„de grenzen van het mogelijke” op te zoeken, „op het
gevaar af dat ons over een paar weken weer jojobeleid
wordt verweten”. Waar voor premier Rutte en zijn ka-
binet vooral „n o o d k re te n”, „ac ties” en „e m o t i e” re d e -
nen waren om horeca, theaters en andere locaties toe-
stemming te geven weer - beperkt - open te gaan, stel-
de de Deense regering zonder enige aarzeling vast dat
Covid-19 niet meer kon worden aangemerkt als ‘ge -
vaar voor de samenleving’ en dat er dus geen reden
meer was om burgers beperkingen op te leggen.

De Denen zien het loslaten van alle maatregelen niet
als een „r i s i c o”, zoals premier Rutte de Nederlandse
versoepelingen betitelde, maar als een weloverwogen
en rationele beslissing, gebaseerd op grondig verza-
melde en bestudeerde data. In de week voor de hero-
pening liep in de Deense ziekenhuizen het aantal pa-
tiënten met een positieve test terug tot duizend, op de
IC’s tot onder de 40. De meesten lagen er primair van-
wege een andere aandoening dan corona.

V an naïviteit kunnen de Denen geenszins worden
beticht, de manier waarop zij het coronavirus
monitoren, dwingt respect af. Denemarken be-

schikt over drie keer zoveel teststraten als Nederland
(433 versus 155), terwijl het slechts een derde van ons
aantal inwoners heeft (5,8 mln versus 17,4 mln). Be-
smettingen worden vroegtijdig opgespoord en geïso-
leerd, hun contacten opgespoord. Van elke positieve
test wordt in een centraal lab uitgeplozen om welke vi-
rusvariant het gaat. Zo waren de Denen er vorig jaar ra-
zendsnel bij toen de Deltavariant een opmars maakte.

Vergelijk dat eens met de haperende en overbelaste
GGD’s in Nederland, en de versplintering aan laborato-
ria. Wie de afgelopen weken een testafspraak wilde
maken stuitte vaak op de mededeling dat er geen plek
meer was. Van bron- en contactonderzoek lijkt niet
veel meer te komen. Ook de registratie van de testre-
sultaten bij het RIVM loopt spaak. De achterstand liep
op tot boven de 100.000 positieve tests. Nederland is
het zicht op het virus kwijt, zoveel is duidelijk.

Het is niet zo dat de Denen met hun grondige moni-
toring van het virus Covid-19 volledig hebben uitge-
bannen. In de week voor het land van het slot ging wa-
ren er nog ruim 43.000 nieuwe besmettingen per dag.
Maar de Denen weten wel met meer zekerheid wan-
neer ze écht moeten ingrijpen en zijn daar ook beter
op voorbereid. Denk aan de boostercampagne, die in
Nederland pas tergend laat op gang kwam.

I n Nederland is het vertrouwen in het coronabeleid
steeds verder gedaald, in Denemarken niet. Ook als
de Deense overheid ‘j o j o b e l e i d’ voert – regels laten

varen en ze een paar maanden toch weer invoeren –
volgen de meeste Denen op wat er van hen wordt ge-
vraagd. Door het steeds vroegtijdig opsporen en isole-
ren van besmettingen waren er minder beperkingen
nodig voor de rest van de bevolking. Als Nederland dat
ook wil, vergt dat forse investeringen in een test-, lab-
en vaccinatiestructuur die snel kan worden op- en af-
geschaald. Maar dat kan wel het vertrouwen in het co-
ronabeleid een boost geven, en dat is ook wat waard.

In Nederland is het vertrouwen
in het coronabeleid steeds verder
gedaald, in Denemarken niet

C�O�RO�N�A�B�E�L�E�I�D
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A�B�O�RT�U�SW�E�T

Wachttijd is nodig vanwege de onomkeerbaarheid
De kop ‘Wat ík vond, was blijkbaar niet goed genoeg
voor de wet’, boven het artikel (2/2) over abortus en
bedenktijd, klopt niet. Wat mevrouw Chakh vond,
haar wens een ongewenste zwangerschap te beëindi-
gen, was wél goed genoeg voor de wet, maar niet met-
een dezelfde dag. We hebben in Nederland gelukkig
een goede abortuswetgeving met een verplichte
wachttijd van vijf dagen die impulsbeslissingen voor-
komt. Ik werk ruim dertig jaar als huisarts, ben groot
voorstander van het recht op abortus, maar ook een
groot voorstander van deze wachttijd. Ik heb in de
loop der jaren genoeg vrouwen gesproken die (ach-
teraf) blij waren met die wachttijd. Het gaf ze tijd om
te komen tot een meer weloverwogen beslissing,
welke deze ook was.

Wanneer de spanning en angst door je keel gieren bij
het ontdekken van een ongewenste zwangerschap lijkt
een beslissing heel makkelijk. Het echte probleem ont-
staat pas als er inderdaad dezelfde dag een abortus zou
zijn verricht en de betrokken vrouw daar de volgende
dag spijt van heeft. Dan is er geen weg terug. Daarom
heeft de wachttijd naar mijn mening niets met betutte-
ling te maken maar alles met de onomkeerbaarheid
van deze beslissing die te groot is om impulsief te
nemen. Ik begrijp dat de wachttijd als overbodig kan
voelen als je écht klaar bent met je denkwerk (en met
het overleg met je partner); dit ongemak staat in geen
verhouding tot de ramp die spijt kan geven. Kamerle-
den, bedenk dit voor u de wachttijd afschaft.
Ton�Jansen R�i�j�ke�vo�o�r�t
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De NAVO heeft
andere belangen
dan de regering
van Oekraïne

OEKRAÏNE

De NAVO beslist zelf
Uitentreuren horen we dat de
Oekraïners het recht hebben om
zelf hun lot te bepalen. Dit argu-
ment wordt gebruikt tegen dege-
nen die de toetreding van Oekraïne
tot de NAVO een slecht idee vin-
den. Die zouden zwichten voor de
agressie van Poetin. Het betreft een
sterk staaltje van framing.
Natuurlijk moeten de Oekraïners
zelf kunnen beslissen wat ze doen,
en natuurlijk mogen zij het NAVO-
lidmaatschap aanvragen. Maar dat
betekent niet dat de NAVO daarmee
moet instemmen. We hebben hier
te maken met twee geheel verschil-
lende zaken. De NAVO heeft een
andere verantwoordelijkheid en
andere belangen dan de regering
van Oekraïne.
Wat doen we als Egypte NAVO-lid
wil worden? Zijn het dan ook de
Egyptenaren die hierover moeten
b e s l i s s e n?
Daan�BrouwerA�m�s�t�e�rd�a�m

MEDIA

Gevaarlijke concentratie
De vraag of het wel wenselijk is
dat 90 procent van de Neder-
landse dagbladenmarkt in handen
is van slechts twee bedrijven,
wordt door ceo Gert Ysebaert van
een van die bedrijven, Mediahuis,
ontwijkend beantwoord. Er zou
veel journalistieke vrijheid zijn
(‘We willen een Europese mediaspe-
ler worden’, 1/2). Ik weet het ant-
woord wel: het is zeer onwense-
lijk. Ik snap werkelijk niet waarom
het Commissariaat voor de Media
niet tegen eerdere overnames
opgetreden heeft. Als morgen

twee aan Xi verbonden Chinezen
of aan Poetin verbonden Russen
deze bedrijven opkopen, dan zit-
ten we met de gebakken peren.
Deze schaalvergroting geeft vroeg
of laat ellende.
Rienk�Koopmans Brielle

MEDIA�(2)

Verhoudingen zoek
Mediahuis-topman Gert Ysebaert is
terughoudend in het sluiten van
deals met Facebook en Google (‘We
willen een Europese mediaspeler
worde n’, 1/2). Dat is goed om te
horen, maar toch weinig geruststel-
lend. De winst van Mediahuis was
in 2020 58,6 miljoen euro. Dat is
absoluut een knappe prestatie,
maar Googles moederbedrijf Alp-
habet verdiende in dat jaar 40 mil-
jard dollar. De terms of trade zijn
volstrekt zoek. Moet de (Europese
anti-trust)wetgever hier niet een
helpende hand bieden, zodat
Mediahuis überhaupt nooit in de
verleiding kan komen?
Tido�van�WieringenHaarlem

ZO�RG�O�P�L�E�I�D�I�N�G�E�N

Er verandert wel wat
Folkert Jensma schreef over de

onveilige cultuur in de opleiding
tot medisch specialist (Kandidate n
The Voice en jonge artsen hebben
veel gemeen, 29/1). Wij willen het
beeld aanvullen en nuanceren.
Het is nadrukkelijk niet onze
bedoeling om negatieve ervaringen
van anderen te bagatelliseren. Ook
wij kennen de zogeheten ‘cons pi-
racy of silence’, het om uiteenlo-
pende redenen stilhouden van mis-
standen.
Maar hier tegenover staan ook
openheid, een onderzoekende
houding, en gestage verandering.
Binnen onze vakgroep gynaecolo-
gie heeft de afgelopen jaren wél
een cultuurverandering plaatsge-
vonden. Die werd niet teweegge-
bracht door meer toezicht of stren-
gere regelgeving, maar door artsen
die hun mond opentrokken, door
anderen die luisterden en geïnspi-
reerd raakten, door onderzoek, ver-
gaderingen, diplomatiek spel, en
ook weleens door knetterende
r uzie.
Dus kom op collega’s. Jullie willen
niet vergeleken worden met The
Vo i c e . Jullie willen ook niet dat jul-
lie jonge collega’s worden weggezet
als oververmoeid, onvoldoende
gesteund, en incompetent. En jul-
lie willen er al helemaal niet ver-
antwoordelijk voor zijn als ze dit
daadwerkelijk zíjn. En als we dan
toch bezig zijn: kom op, overige
organisaties! Bij de opleiding tot
medisch specialist wordt veel aan-
dacht besteed aan machtsmisbruik,
(seksueel) grensoverschrijdend
gedrag en het werkklimaat. In de
muziekindustrie inmiddels ook. Nu
jullie nog.
Kim�Broekhuijsen gynaecoloog�in
opleidingDenise�Pelikan g�y�n�a�e�co�-
loog
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